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Abstract
This paper investigates whether aggregate consumer learning together with consumer hetero-
geneity in price sensitivity could explain why (i) there is a slow diffusion of generic drugs into the
market, and (ii) brand-name originators keep increasing their prices over time even after the number
of generic entrants has become fixed. To examine these hypotheses, I estimate a structural demand
model that incorporates consumer learning and heterogeneity in price sensitivity. By conducting a
counterfactual experiment, which eliminates the uncertainty of generics, I find that learning plays
a role in explaining the slow diffusion. By simulating the model, I find that the branded pricing
pattern could be explained by: (a) the diffusion rate of generics for price-sensitive patients is faster
than that for price-insensitive patients, causing the proportion of price-insensitive patients faced
by brand-name firms to slowly increase over time; (b) the brand-name price elasticities of demand
(evaluated at the observed prices) are often less than one and increase over time, suggesting that
brand-name firms may set their prices lower than what they would do if they were myopic, in order
to slow down the learning process for generic qualities. But such an incentive diminishes over time
as the uncertainty slowly resolves.
JEL Classification Numbers: C15, D12, D83, I11, L15, L65
1 Introduction
In 1984, the U.S. Congress passed the Waxman-Hatch Act which has significantly simplified the
approval process for low-cost generic drugs.1 Since then, many generic firms have produced generic
versions of brand-name originals after their patents have expired. The large number of products
that faced generic competition, at well-defined initial dates, has provided an unique opportunity
to study the choice between brand-name drugs and generic drugs. In particular, it leads to two
interesting observations on the prescription drugs market in the 80s: (i) there is a slow diffusion of
generic drugs into the market, though generics typically cost 50 to 75 percent less than the brand-
name originals, and (ii) many brand-name originators keep increasing their prices while generic
firms reduce their prices over time, even after the number of generic entrants have been stabilized.
In this paper, I investigate whether aggregate consumer learning (i.e., learning from others)
together with consumer heterogeneity in price sensitivity could explain the slow diffusion of generics
and the branded pricing pattern. Conceivably, learning could influence price-sensitive and price-
insensitive patients differently. In particular, the diffusion rate of generics for price-sensitive patients
could be faster than that for price-insensitive patients, causing the proportion of price-insensitive
patients faced by brand-name firms to slowly increase over time. In addition, brand-name firms
may price their products lower than what they would do if they were myopic, in order to slow
down the learning process for generic qualities. But such an incentive diminishes over time as the
uncertainty slowly resolves. These could explain why brand-name firms increase their prices even
after the number of generic entrants has become fixed over time.
To examine these hypotheses, I estimate the importance of aggregate consumer learning
and the extent of heterogeneity in price sensitivity, using a structural demand model and aggregate
market share data. Measuring the importance of these two features in demand for prescription drugs
is of fundamental importance in policy implications. Consider, for example, the FDA expands their
consumer education program to promote consumer confidence in generic drugs. Patients who are
very price-insensitive may still choose to use the brand-name drugs, even if the education program
improves their prior belief of generic qualities. If there is a large number of price-insensitive patients,
such a campaign may have little impact on the overall generic substitution rate. A cost and benefit
1A generic drug is essentially an imitation of an original brand-name drug. When the patent protection on the
original drug expires, other manufacturers can make copies and reproductions of the drug.
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analysis of this kind of education program will depend critically on the importance of learning and
the extent of consumer heterogeneity.
However, estimating a structural demand model with these two features using aggregate
market share data is challenging. First, prices could be endogenous. As a result, if one simply
measures the rate of learning by the change in generic market share over time, conditional on the
price difference between the brand-name drug and generic drugs, the price coefficients might be
biased towards zero. Even if there are good instruments available for prices, the complexity of
the learning model has limited the application of recent techniques developed by Berry[6], Berry
et al.[7]. Second, it is difficult to measure the heterogeneity in price sensitivity. In addition to
income levels, another major factor that generates heterogeneity in price response is the diversity
of insurance coverage for prescription drugs (Office of Technology Assessment[54]). An ideal way
to capture heterogeneity in price sensitivity is to incorporate the structure of insurance coverage
for prescription drugs into a structural model. However, the complicated coverage structure, which
involves deductible, formulary, coinsurance rate, copayment, is hard to model. Moreover, to my
knowledge, there is no publicly available datasets that describe details of prescription drug coverages
in the U.S. population.
Given these practical hurdles, my approach is as follows. I first specify a structural demand
model with consumer learning and heterogeneity in price sensitivity. In modeling the heterogeneity
in price sensitivity, I allow for two types of patients who have different price coefficients in their
indirect utility functions. I propose a new approach to address the potential endogeneity problem
of prices. I estimate the demand model jointly with a pseudo-pricing policy function, which is a
function of observed and unobserved state variables. Since some of the state variables are unob-
served to the econometrician, I obtain parameter estimates by using simulated maximum likelihood.
Although this method increases the number of parameters to be estimated (for the pseudo-pricing
policy function), it is computationally feasible and does not impose strong assumptions about the
process by which the pricing policy functions are formed. Using this framework and a data set
detailing the evolution of prices and market shares for 14 drugs from 1984-1990, I estimate the
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price coefficients, the proportion of each type of patient, and the structural learning parameters
which describe how the demand side evaluates risks and perceived attribute levels of drugs.2
My estimation method relies on an important identification assumption: the timing of generic
entry is exogenous. This assumption allows me to use the number of generic entrants as an exclu-
sion restriction in the pseudo-pricing policy function. Although generic firms’ entry decisions are
endogenous, they usually do not have complete control on the exact timing of entry. Generic firms
need to obain an approval from the FDA before they can sell the generic verison of a chemical.
It is common that the FDA requires a generic firm to revise its application several times before
approving it. The uncertainty about adopting the manufacturing process and how to meet the
standard set by the FDA have introduced exogenous randomness in their entry time. This in turn
generates exogenous variations in prices and choice sets, which help identify the price coefficients
and the heterogeneity in price sensitivity, respectively. In section 2, I will discuss the FDA approval
process in details.
My results are summarized as follows. I find evidence that learning plays a role in explaining
the slow diffusion of generics. The estimates show that the price coefficients of the two segments
of patients are very different: their ratios are 3 for heart disease drugs, and 4 for anti-depressants
and anti-psychotic drugs. The proportion of price-sensitive patients is roughly 0.28 for drugs that
mainly treat irregular heartbeat and chest pain, and 0.35 for the rest of the drugs. Patients
are risk-averse and on average patients have pessimistic prior expectation about the quality of
generics. Although I only observe aggregate market share data, I show that generic diffusion rates
vary systematically across consumer types using the estimated model. In particular, I find that the
diffusion rate of generics for price-sensitive consumers is much faster than that for price-insensitive
consumers. Moreover, I find that the static brand-name price elasticities of demand, evaluated at
the observed prices, are often less than one at the beginning and increase over time. This suggests
2An alternative way to estimate learning and heterogeneity is to use full-information maximum likelihood. This
approach, which requires one to fully specify the demand and supply side, and an equilibrium, will take the endogeneity
of price into account. Moreover, by explicitly incorporating the firms’ behavior, this method should also help identify
the extent of consumer heterogeneity. The caveat of this approach is that if consumer learning is important, it is
likely that firms will be forward-looking. Modeling the supply side will then involve using a dynamic oligopoly model.
Unfortunately, the computational burden of solving a stochastic version of such a model has hindered the application
of full solution maximum likelihood.
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that brand-name firms may be forward-looking and take learning into account when setting prices.
The brand-name firms may try to price their products lower than what they would do if they were
myopic, in order to slow down the learning process for the generic quality. The increase in the
magnitude of the brand-name price elasticities over time may reflect that the uncertainty about
the generic quality has been slowly resolved, causing the forward-looking incentive to diminish over
time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some background on the
U.S. pharmaceutical industry and discusses the related literature. In particular, it discusses the
regulatory delay in approving generic drugs, and other competing hypotheses that could explain
the slow diffusion of generics. Section 3 describes the demand model. Section 4 describes the data
set and explains the estimation strategy. Section 5 presents the results. The last section concludes
by discussing limitations of this study and directions for future research.
2 Background and Literature Review
2.1 Slow Diffusion of Generic drugs and Pricing Pattern
To illustrate the slow diffusion of generics, I consider the co-movements of average market share
of generics and average relative price of generics. Figure 1 and 2 plots the average relative price
of generics against time and the average market share of generics against time, respectively. I use
my data set, which consists of 14 drugs, to obtain average market shares of generics and average
relative prices of generics. The data is quarterly and period 0 refers to the first quarter that generics
enter the market. Although generic drugs and brand-name drugs are made of the same chemicals
and the average initial price of generics is 40% cheaper, the average initial market share of generics
is only 0.05. It then slowly increases to 0.3 in period 5 even though the average relative price of
generics remains fairly stable at around 0.6 for the first five periods.
I illustrate the pricing pattern of my sample (altogether 14 markets) in Figure 3, which plots
the average wholesale price per patient day (AWP) for the brand-name drug and generic drugs
against time. Price is measured at 1990 dollars. I also plot the number of generic manufacturers
in that figure. It shows that brand-name prices increase after generic entry for all but one market.
Haloperidol is the only market which experiences decline in brand-name prices after generic entry.
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In contrast, average generic prices are consistently decreasing over time. Moreover, it should be
emphasized that the increasing (decreasing) trend for brand-name (generic) prices continues even
after the number of generic entrants has been stabilized.
2.2 Possible Explanations for the Slow Diffusion of Generics
There is evidence which suggests that learning with risk-aversion may be important in explaining
observed diffusion patterns. Several studies surveyed opinions from physicians, pharmacists, and pa-
tients regarding the factors that determine their choices between a brand-name drug and its generic
counterparts (e.g., Strutton et al.[52], Carroll and Wolfgang[10], and Mason and Bearden[38]).
Their results indicate that the perceptions of the generic quality and related risk concerns, were
important determinants for adopting generic drugs during the 80s. Although brand-name drugs
and their generics use the same active ingredients, other ingredients such as tablet fillers, binders,
coatings, or flavors may be different. The public (i.e., physicians, pharmacists and patients) may
worry that these factors could affect the efficacy of generic drugs. The fact that brand-name drugs
retain a substantial market share despite the large price differentials between the brand-name drugs
and the generic drugs provides further support for the uncertainty hypothesis. This view is shared
by other researchers (e.g., Caves et al.[11], Frank and Salkever[24], Griliches and Cockburn[27]).
The “generic scandal” disclosed in 1989 also suggests that some generic drugs might not have been
as good as brand-name drugs during the 80s.3 Prior to the 1984 Waxman-Hatch Act, generic man-
ufacturers were required to repeat all clinical tests, which were very costly. After the passage of
the 1984 Act, the clinical tests requirements for approving generics drugs have been dropped and
generic firms are only required to conduct test to show bioequivalence. As a result, the availability
of generic drugs has become much more prevalent after 1984. The sudden surge in the availability
of generic drugs, together with the new approval procedures, may lead patients, physicians and
pharmacists to feel uncertain about the quality for generic drugs during 1984-1990, the period that
my data set covers.
3Investigations by the U.S. Attorney’s office during 1988-89 discovered that: (i) there were several cases of bribery
in the generic drug approval process, (ii) some generic firms obtained the FDA approval for marketing new generic
drugs by submitting false data, and (iii) some generic firms were found violating good manufacturing practices.
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Another interesting feature of the prescription drug market is that learning from others
seems to be relatively more important compared with other markets. Physicians or pharmacists,
who are in contact with many patients, often talk to their colleagues in conferences or educational
meetings. They may serve the function of information pooling. In addition to communications
among physicians and pharmacists, there are institutions like the HMO and FDA’s MedWatch,
which keep track of the past experiences of a drug product and update the industry’s perceived
efficacy and safety of drug products.
Other than aggregate learning, there are three factors that could also explain the slow diffusion
of generics: (i) learning about the existence of generics; (ii) the slow expansion in sales force or
local sales offices; and (iii) delay in the production process. It might seem plausible that the first
factor is relevant. However, pharmacists usually are quite knowledgeable about whether a generic
is available, partly because generic firms market their products directly to pharmacists. Also,
Medicaid’s prescription drug program, which accounts for roughly 50% of third-party payments
for prescription drugs in the 80s (Masson and Steiner [39]), sets reimbursement ceiling. Usually
for drugs that have generics available, the ceilings are not high enough to cover the brand-name
drug costs. Moreover, the retail dollar gross margin on the generic is typically higher than the
brand-name (Masson and Steiner [39]). This should give them incentives to keep generics in stock
as soon as they become available.4 In addition, when the patent of a brand-name drug is going
to expire, the news would usually be heavily reported by the media. Given these institutional
details, it seems that the health care professionals should learn about the existence of generics for a
particular chemical within a fairly short time frame. Therefore, I expect that this factor, if present,
would affect the initial part of the diffusion process more. To control for this factor, I estimate
one version of the model by withholding the first four periods of observations since the first generic
enters the market. I will discuss the details of this econometric specification in section 5.1.
As for the second factor, there are certainly some new entrants in the generic drug business
after the passage of the 1984 Waxman-Hatch Act. The incumbent generic firms have also entered
many more markets which previously have prohibitively high entry fixed costs. Therefore, one
4It should be pointed out that most of the states allow pharmacists to substitute generics for brand-name drugs
unless physicians explicitly prohibit it. In 1980, the only exceptions are Hawaii and Alaska. By 1989, all pharmacists
are free to substitute generics as long as physicians allow it.
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may conjecture that the slow expansion of sales forces or distribution channels could be another
explanation for the slow diffusion. However, the costs of marketing generics are much lower than
brand-name drugs (James[31]). In particular, generic firms do not rely on large sales force to visit
physicians. Instead, they contact pharmacies directly, either in person or by telephone. Since
quality, packaging and labeling of the products have already been approved by the FDA, what a
pharmacy typically needs to know is the firm’s product line, and the corresponding prices. Such
information could be communicated over the phone, or obtained by referring to the company’s
catalog. This suggests that the nature of generic marketing is characterized by significant economies
of scale. Even if a generic firm needs to increase its sales force, the cost of training new sales agents
is relatively low, as they do not need to explain drugs’ efficacy and side-effects profiles in details.
Also, note that some generic firms have already been active for years prior to 1984, the year my
dataset begins. These firms should already have their sales forces and local sales offices set up
before the passage of the Waxman-Hatch Act.
Nevertheless, the second factor might still play a role in explaining the slow diffusion. Unfor-
tunately, data on sales forces is proprietary and difficult to obtain. I therefore explore its implication
on what I observe in the data. One implication of the slow expansion of sales forces is that there
should be an overall improvement in the initial diffusion rates over time, assuming the same set of
generic manufacturers are in the market during 1984-1990. Moreover, this implication could also
be due to the general gain in confidence about generics drugs over time. This leads me to examine
whether the initial diffusion rates of generics vary across markets with different patent expiration
dates. As a robustness check, I also use data on the number of distributors to control for the slow
expansion of distribution channels. I will explain in details how I control factor (ii) in section 5.1
and 5.6.
The third factor, though generally relevant, may not be very important in the pharmaceutical
markets. In order to gain an approval from the FDA, a generic firm has to show the FDA that
it has the requisite manufacturing capabilities. Moreover, pharmaceutical manufacturing processes
usually have a high degree of automation. They use milling and micronizing machines to pulverize
bulk chemicals into extremely fine particles. They then process these finished chemicals further
in mixing machines. The mixed ingredients will be mechanically and automatically capsulated,
pressed into tablets, or made into solutions (Bureau of Labor Statistics[43]). Although delay in
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production is still possible because some machines could be occupied in manufacturing other drugs,
it seems likely that the delay would only be a matter of months given the nature of mass production.
But the observed slow diffusion in generics lasts for years. I therefore have decided not to take this
factor into account in this study.5
2.3 Does Price Matter?
One may argue that due to the presence of health insurance, decision makers need not pay the cost
of drugs, and hence they may not take prices into account when making choices. However, this
claim may not be warranted in the U.S. Although the majority of the U.S. population has health
insurance coverage, it is uncommon for insurance plans to cover the drug costs in full. For instance,
Medicare does not provide any prescription drug coverage in the 80s. Moreover, HMOs and PPOs in
the 80s are not as popular as the 90s or today. Most private health insurance providers had “major
medical” plans with an overall annual deductible and some coinsurance rate applied to all covered
services, including prescription expenses.6 Hence, even if many argue that physicians do not have
an incentive to learn drug prices, it seems plausible that a majority of patients, who are responsible
for paying part of the prescription expenses, have an incentive to find out the brand-generic price
differential, although the insured patients’ price sensitivity should be significantly lower than the
uninsured.
2.4 Timing of Generic Entry
The crucial identification assumption of exogenous timing of generic entry deserves more expla-
nation. In most industries, entry decisions of firms are endogenous and so is the timing of entry.
But in the US pharmaceutical industry, generic firms usually do not have complete control over
the entry time, even though the entry decisions are endogenous (Scott Morton [48], Ching [13]).
To enter a market, a generic firm needs to submit an application to the FDA. The application is
5To the best of my knowledge, none of the structural modeling papers that study the diffusion of new prescription
drugs take this factor into account.
6In 1989, about 70% of the non-elderly population had private health insurance coverage. Among those, about
61% had an overall annual deductible and some coinsurance rate applied to prescription expenses. The rest usually
required a fixed copayment for prescription drugs instead of including them in the overall deductible (Office of
Technology Assessment[54]).
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called an Abbreviated New Drug Applications (ANDA). In order to obtain an approval, a generic
firm has to prove that its product contains the same active ingredients, strength, dosage form,
route and is bioequivalent. The time it takes to adopt the manufacturing technology and obtain
approval from the FDA is quite uncertain from generic firms’ point of view.7 Depending on the
formulation of the drug, the resource constraint, the experience of the firm, and the availability
of raw materials, it could take up to a few years for a generic firm to adopt the manufacturing
technology. Although the approval process has been simplified after 1984, it is still quite involved.
It includes bioequivalence review, chemistry/microbiology/labeling review, plant inspection, and
independent laboratory tests of preliminary batches of the product. Meadows[41] reports that
“(after the initial ANDA application is submitted) it takes more than 20 months on average for a
new generic drug to be approved by the FDA, and it usually involves multiple review cycles. Only
about 7 percent of applications are approved on the first cycle and about a third are approved on
the second cycle.” This is consistent with my data set. As shown in Figure 3, instead of entering
the market immediately after the patent expiration, generic firms enter at different points in time
in most of the markets.
Withdrawal of an ANDA before its final approval seems unlikely as the cost of preparing
for an initial ANDA is sunk, and it is a major cost component of producing a generic drug (Scott
Morton [48]). The marginal cost of production is very low. Therefore, generic firms usually enter
the market as soon as they receive the approval. Most importantly, the uncertainty of adopting
manufacturing process and the FDA’s approval process appear to have little direct relationships
with the unobserved characteristics in the demand model. Hence, it seems plausible that the timing
of generic entry is relatively exogenous.
2.5 Literature Review
There is a growing interest in modeling the demand for prescription drugs. Stern[51] estimates a
two-level nested logit model using aggregate market share level data from four therapeutic classes
(Minor Tranquilizers, Gout, Oral Diabetics and Sedatives), where consumers choose among drugs
of the same therapeutic class at the first level, and then choose between a brand-name drug and
generics at the second level. Ellison, Cockburn, Griliches and Hausman[21] estimate an Almost
7This view is also shared by Caves et al.[11].
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Ideal Demand System using product level data on four anti-infective drugs. Berndt, Bui, Reiley
and Urban[3] estimate the effect of detailing and journal advertising in the US anti-ulcer drugs
market. Hellerstein[30] estimates a physician’s prescription choice model using individual level
data. All these studies ignore learning, or more generally speaking, state dependence in demand.8
However, if state dependence is present, estimating a model without it could potentially lead to bias
in the estimates and give misleading policy implications (Heckman[28]). For example, if aggregate
consumer learning is important, a price promotion will not only affect the quantity sold in the
current period, but also have a long-term impact on demand. A demand model without state
dependence will not be able to predict such a long-term effect.
In the context of the choice between brand-name drugs and their generic counterparts, learn-
ing could also play an important role in explaining the branded pricing pattern. Caves et al.[11],
Grabowski and Vernon[26], and Frank and Salkever[24]) argue that the increase in branded prices
after generic entry is due to consumer heterogeneity in price-sensitivity. Their explanation is that
some price-sensitive consumers switch to generics, causing the average price sensitivity of demand
faced by the brand-name firms to decrease. Although this argument explains why branded prices
increase right upon generic entry, it cannot explain why they continue to increase even after the
number of generic entrants has been stabilized. As far as I know, the literature has not provided
any explanations about this stylized fact yet. In this paper, I argue that learning, together with
consumer heterogeneity in price-sensitivity, could explain the branded pricing puzzle. I argue that
learning causes price-sensitive consumers slowly switch from brand-name drugs to generic drugs.
As a result, the average price-sensitivity of consumers faced by the brand-name firms gradually
decreases over time. In addition, brand-name firms have an incentive to charge prices lower than
what they would do if they were myopic, in order to slow down the learning process. But such a
dynamic incentive becomes smaller over time as the uncertainty about the generic quality slowly
resolves. This could explain why the brand-name firms keep raising their prices over time even
after the number of generic entrants has become fixed.
There are three other studies that are closely related to mine. Crawford and Shum[16]
estimate a forward-looking learning model for the Italian anti-ulcer drug market. Using the same
8State dependence in demand refers to any causal relationships between past purchasing behavior and current
purchasing behavior. Consumer learning could be one of these causal relationships.
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data set, Coscelli and Shum[15] estimate a myopic learning model for omeprazole (one of the anti-
ulcer drugs), where they allow for informational spillovers across all patients of a given physician.
The focus of Coscelli and Shum[15] and Crawford and Shum[16] is to study how physicians choose
a brand-name drug that matches their patients’ need. Berndt, Pindyck and Azoulay[4] estimate
a reduced form diffusion model for the US anti-ulcer drug market, and focus on measuring the
diffusion rates of new brand-name drugs. Unlike my paper, none of them studies the role of learning
from other physicians, and consumer heterogeneity in price sensitivity, in the choice between the
branded drugs and their generic counterparts.9
3 The Model
I now turn to describe my model in details. I extend the individual Bayesian learning demand model
developed by Erdem and Keane[22] to an aggregate learning model where consumer preferences are
allowed to be heterogeneous with respect to their price-sensitivity.
Product characteristics can be distinguished as pj, Aj , and ξj, where pj is the price of product
j, Aj is the mean attribute level of product j, and ξj represents an unobserved demand shock for
product j (e.g., media coverage, promotional campaigns by brand-name firms or the FDA/insurance
companies, etc.). Physicians/patients in the model are perfectly informed about pj and ξj, but are
imperfectly informed about Aj .
At the beginning of each period, patients make their choices based on the public perception
about the quality of each product. After taking their drugs, some patients reveal their experience
signals to the public when revisiting their physicians. Then physicians, who act as an information
aggregator, update the public information of the mean attribute for each product in a Bayesian
fashion.10 The model can be broken up into two components: (1) learning about product attributes,
and (2) demand. I now describe them in turn.
9A work-in-progress by Currie and Park[17] also estimate a Bayesian learning model for anti-depressant drugs
using aggregate market share data in the U.S. In contrast to my study, they neither allow for consumer heterogeneity
in price sensitivity, nor attempt to control for the endogeneity problem of prices. A priori, it is not clear whether
their exogeneity assumption of prices is justified because pharmaceutical firms are free to set their prices in the U.S.
10As discussed in the previous section, this is motivated by the feature of learning from others in prescription drug
markets.
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3.1 Learning about Product Attributes
A drug is an experience good. Each patient i’s experience of the attribute of product j at time t
(A˜ijt) may differ from its mean attribute level Aj. The difference between A˜ijt and Aj could be
due to the idiosyncrasies across people in reacting to drugs. For instance, when different patients
take the same pain-relief drug, the time that they need to wait before their headache disappears
may vary, simply because they have different severity of illness. Even when a patient takes the
same drug at different points in time, the waiting time may still change, as body conditions may
vary (it may depend on how much sleep one had, how much one ate, and what other drugs one
is concurrently taking, etc.). In addition, there might be some intrinsic quality differences on the
production side – different batches of drugs may have different qualities.
Let ng be the number of generic entrants. The actual experience of consuming a generic drug
j = 1, · · · , ng is assumed to be as follows,
A˜ijt = Ag + δijt, (1)
where A˜ijt is the experience signal that patient i receives when consuming generic drug j at time
t. The noisy error term, δijt, is treated as an i.i.d. random variable with zero mean.
11 Similarly,
the actual experience of consuming a brand-name drug is assumed to be as follows,
A˜ibt = Ab + δibt. (2)
The initial period of my model (t = 0) is the period right before the patent expires. Since
brand-name products have typically been on the market for six to ten years by the time their
patents expire, I assume that the public has already accumulated a sufficient number of experience
signals to infer their true mean attribute levels. Hence, the public is only uncertain about mean
attribute levels of generic drugs in my model.
In order to facilitate the construction of Bayesian updating rules, the signal noise δijt and
the initial prior on Ag are assumed to be normally distributed. Letting t = 0 be the initial period
of the model, I have
δijt ∼ N(0, σ2δ ), (3)
11Here I assume that Aj = Ag, ∀j. I make this assumption because physicians/patients usually cannot choose
which manufacturer’s generic drug to be dispensed.
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Ag ∼ N(A, σ2Ag (0)), (4)
where σ2Ag (0) is the initial variance (at t = 0) or uncertainty about Ag. According to (3) and (4),
when a generic drug is first introduced, the initial prior is that its mean attribute level (Ag) is
normally distributed with initial prior mean A and initial prior variance σ2Ag(0). Thus, letting I(0)
denote the initial prior information about generic drugs, E[Ag|I(0)] = A.
Let St be the set of experience signals that are revealed to physicians at time t. Since not
every patient revisits his/her physician, the cardinality of St (card(St)) is generally smaller than
the quantity of generics consumed at time t (qgt), which is the total number of experience signals
revealed to patients. Let κ be the fraction of experience signals revealed to physicians in each
period. Then card(St) = κqgt. Intuitively, one can interpret κ as the probability that a patient
revisits a physician and discuss his/her experiences about generics.
Physicians as a whole use information revealed to them over time (i.e., St) to update the
prior expectation of Ag. The updating of the public information set will not occur until the end
of the period (i.e., until the experience signals are revealed in that period). Let A¯gt be the sample
mean of the set of experience signals revealed to physicians at time t.12 Then according to the
Bayesian rule (DeGroot[18]):
E[Ag|I(t+ 1)] = E[Ag|I(t)] + βg(t)(A¯gt −E[Ag|I(t)]), (5)
where βg(t) is a Kalman gain coefficient, which is a function of experience variability (σδ), perceived
variance (σ2Ag (t)). The Kalman gain coefficient can be expressed as:
βg(t) =
σ2Ag(t)
σ2Ag(t) +
σ2
δ
κqgt
. (6)
The βg coefficient can be interpreted as the weight associated with the new information when
updating the prior expectation of Ag. Each time σ
2
Ag
(t) is updated, the βg coefficient will be
updated accordingly.
The perception variance at the beginning of time t+ 1 is given by (DeGroot[18]):
σ2Ag(t+ 1) =
1
1
σ2
Ag
(0)
+ κQgt
σ2
δ
, (7)
12Let Ag be the true mean attribute level of generic drugs. Then, A¯gt|(κqgt, I(t)) ∼ N(Ag,
σ2
δ
κqgt
).
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where Qgt(=
∑t
τ=1 qgτ ) is the cumulative consumption of generics, or,
σ2Ag(t+ 1) =
1
1
σ2
Ag
(t)
+
κqgt
σ2
δ
. (8)
Equations (7) and (8) suggest that the perceived variance associated with Ag (and consequently
the perceived variance of A˜ij) will be lower, ceteris paribus: (a) the lower the experience variability
of the product; and (b) the more experiences the public has with generic drugs.13 Also, it should
be noted that it is the ratio between the experience variability (σ2δ ) and the fraction of experience
signals revealed (κ) that determines the rate of learning.
3.2 Demand
The demand for prescription drugs is complex. The principal-agent relationship among patients,
physicians and pharmacists certainly plays an important role in determining demand in this market.
However, with only product level data (i.e. prices, quantities and measurable characteristics of the
products) available, it would be very difficult, if not impossible, to identify the parameters of a
demand model with multiple decision makers. Thus, my demand model abstracts away from this
multiple-decision making process. Coscelli and Shum[15] and Crawford and Shum[16] also use a
similar approach.
The demand system is obtained by aggregating a discrete choice model of individual patient
behavior. In each market, a patient’s choice is modeled as a two-stage nested process. The choice
set J is partitioned into subsets Jl, where l ∈ {0, b, g}. The choice set J0 only consists of an
“outside” alternative, Jb only consists of the brand-name drug (b), and Jg consists of the generic
drugs (1, · · · , ng). Patients select the subset Jl first, then they select an alternative in that subset,
in each of T discrete periods of time, where T is finite.14
13It is implicitly assumed that patients, who do not have their experience signals revealed to the public, will not use
their own experience signals in updating their priors. Notice that the initial slow diffusion of generic sales exhibited
in the data suggests that learning is a slow process. Since the sales of generics is at least in the thousands of patient
days per quarter, the normalized experience variability (σδ/κ) will need to be fairly large if learning takes time. This
implies that the marginal contribution of a single experience signal to the information set will be very small. Hence,
including a patient’s own signal should not make much difference in the updating process, but makes the state space
much more complex.
14It might seem implausible that a patient can choose among generics in Jg , as this is largely a decision by
pharmacists. But in a two-stage nested process, without loss of generality one can interpret that patients are
14
Alternatives are defined to be mutually exclusive, so that if dij(t) = 1 indicates that alter-
native j is chosen by patient i at time t and dij(t) = 0 indicates otherwise, then
∑
j∈J dij(t) = 1.
It should be noted that the outside alternative includes receiving no treatment and other non-
bioequivalence drugs, which could treat the same disease.
Let I(t) denote the public information set at the beginning of time t. Patients gain access to
I(t) through physicians. Associated with each choice j at time t is a current period expected utility
E[Uij(t)|I(t)], where E[.] is the mathematical expectation operator. The expected utility is known
to each patient at time t. When patient i makes his/her purchase decision, his/her objective is to
maximize current period expected utility:
E[
∑
j∈J
Uij(t)dij(t)|I(t)]. (9)
It is plausible that patients recognize that current choices may affect the public information
set. As a result, they may have an incentive to experiment with new products to learn their true
mean attributes. If such an incentive is strong, it may be more reasonable to model patients as
maximizing their lifetime expected utility rather than their current expected utility. However, in
the context of purchasing pharmaceuticals, some illnesses are very short-term and happen relatively
infrequently during one’s lifetime. In those cases, it seems plausible to assume that the incentive
to experiment is small. Even for a long-term illness, an individual patient’s incentive to try generic
drugs will be significantly weakened if the normalized experience variability (σδ/κ) is large, again
because the marginal contribution of a single experience signal to the information set will be very
small.15 As argued above, the slow diffusion of generic sales suggests that this would be the case
for pharmaceutical markets. Hence, the assumption of maximizing expected current utility seems
to be a reasonable approach.
I assume that the indirect utility of consuming a drug can be adequately approximated by an
additive compensatory multi-attribute utility model (Lancaster[33]), and is given by the following
randomly assigned a generic drug j in the second stage. This captures the idea that patients do not know which
generic drug they will receive when filling their prescriptions.
15It should be pointed out that there is an externality problem in the learning process. An individual patient does
not take into account the spillover benefit of his/her experience signals to other patients. Since the total number of
patients for any particular illness is typically very large (over a million), it may be socially optimal for the economy to
experiment with generic drugs even though the normalized experience variability is large from an individual viewpoint.
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expression:
Uijt = −αipjt + ωA˜ijt − ωrA˜2ijt + ξjt + ζilt + eijt, (10)
where Uijt is the utility for patient i conditional on choice of product j at time t; pjt is the price for
product j at time t; ω is patients’ attribute weight on A˜; r is the risk coefficient; αi is the utility
weight that patient i attaches to price; ξjt represents the mean valuation of product j’s unobserved
demand shock at time t; (ζilt + eijt) represents the distribution of consumer preferences about
this mean. The parameters αi, ζilt and eijt are unobserved by the econometrician but observed
by patients in the model when they make purchase decisions. It should be noted that A˜ijt is not
observed by patients when they make their purchase decisions. It is observed by them only after
they consume the drug, but remains unobserved by the econometrician. Therefore utility is a
function of experienced attribute levels (A˜ijt) and not the true mean attribute levels (Aj).
The diversity of insurance coverage of prescription drugs would likely translate to heterogene-
ity in price response when patients/physicians jointly decide between the brand-name drug or its
generic counterparts. I therefore allow αi to be heterogeneous in order to capture this institutional
feature. It should be noted that ω and r are assumed to be homogeneous. I make this assumption
because it is very difficult, if not impossible, to identify the parameters of the model if I allow all
three coefficients, (α, ω, r), to be heterogeneous given the market share level data I have.
For each patient i, ζilt is common to all products in group l. This introduces group correlation
of utility levels. In the nested logit framework (Cardell[8]), eijt is distributed Extreme Value with
variance (piµ2)
2/3, and (ζilt + eijt) is distributed Extreme Value with variance (piµ1)
2/3. One
interpretation is that conditioning on choosing generics, eijt is an error term associated with generic
drug j.
It is assumed that agents in the model can measure drug attributes according to a fixed scale,
e.g., a patient can measure attributes such as how long his stomach pain would be suppressed after
taking the drug.16 Hence, one can represent patients’ risk-averse behavior with respect to A˜ by
using the concavity of the utility function. As I argued above, risk-averse behavior could play
an important role in explaining the slow diffusion of generics observed in the data. I therefore
16Obviously, drug attributes are multi-dimensional. Implicitly, I assume patients are able to use a scoring rule to
map all measurable attributes to a one-dimensional index. It is the value of this one-dimensional index that enters
the utility function.
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follow Erdem and Keane[22] and allow a quadratic term in A˜ to enter the utility function. Given a
strictly positive ω, the patients are risk averse, risk neutral or risk seeking as r > 0, r = 0 or r < 0,
respectively with respect to A˜.
It follows from Equation (10) that the expected utility associated with generic drug j is,
E[Uijt|I(t)] = −αipjt + ωE[A˜ijt|I(t)] − ωrE[A˜ijt|I(t)]2
−ωrE[(A˜ijt −E[A˜ijt|I(t)])2|I(t)] + ξgt + ζigt + eijt. (11)
Patient i’s expected utility of purchasing generic drug j at time t, given his/her perception at
the beginning of time t, is a linear function of price, a concave (r > 0), linear (r = 0) or convex
(r < 0) function of the expected levels of A˜ijt, and a linear function of the perceived “variance” in
A˜ijt. Furthermore, the stochastic components of the utility function (ξjt, ζigt, eijt) reappear in the
expected utility equation because they are stochastic only from the econometrician’s point of view.
Now note that in Equation (11), the term E[(A˜ijt − E[A˜ijt|I(t)])2|I(t)] can be decomposed
into σ2δ +σ
2
Ag
(t) (see (1)), and E[A˜ijt|I(t)] = E[Ag|I(t)],∀i,∀j ∈ Jg because δijt has zero mean (see
(1)). I can rewrite Equation (11) as follows,
E[Uijt|I(t)] = −αipjt + ωE[Ag|I(t)] − ωrE[Ag|I(t)]2 − ωr(σ2δ
+σ2Ag(t)) + ξgt + ζigt + eijt. (12)
Since I assume that the public has already learned perfectly about the true mean attribute
level of the brand-name drug, Ab (i.e. σAb(t) = 0 and E[Ab|I(t)] = Ab,∀t = 0, · · · , T ), it follows
from Equation (12) that the expected utility of purchasing a brand-name drug can be written as,
E[Uibt|I(t)] = −αipbt + ωAb − ωrA2b − ωrσ2δ + ξbt + ζibt + eibt. (13)
Equations (10)-(11) apply only to the drugs under analysis. In each period, patients may
also choose an outside alternative (i.e. other non-bioequivalent drugs or no treatment). I assume
the expected utility associated with the outside alternative to be a linear function of time plus a
stochastic error component,
E[Ui0ts|I(t)] = φ0 + φtt+ ζi0t + ei0t. (14)
The time trend is meant to capture the possibility that the quality of alternative treatment may
be improving over time (or their cost may be dropping) in a reduced form way.
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As in Heckman and Singer[29], I specify the heterogeneity of the price response coefficient
(αi) follows a discrete multinomial distribution. Accordingly, we distinguish between K different
“types” of individuals. The population proportion of each type is given by pik = Pr(αi = α
k), where
each type k = 1, ...,K. The expected demand for each product can be derived in a straightforward
way.
As pointed out in Berry and Pakes[5] and Ackerberg and Rysman[1], the i.i.d. extreme value
error terms (eijt’s) represent unobserved product differentiation that is symmetric across products.
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The unobserved product differentiation could be due to the uncertainty about quality differences
among individual generic drugs, which I do not model explicitly. This feature of the model has
caused the price-cost margin to be strictly bounded away from zero even when the number of
generics increases to infinity. The reason for this result is that each additional generic entrant
creates one more dimension to the symmetric unobserved product differentiation (SUPD) space.
Moreover, the higher the variance of eijt, the larger the bound as it increases market power of each
product. Intuitively, µ2, which measures the variance of eijt, represents the degree of SUPD. As I
will discuss in Section 5.2.2, the price of generics consistently decreases over time even when the
number of generic entrants becomes fixed. This suggests that the degree of SUPD may decrease over
time. This could happen if the uncertainty about qualities of individual generic drugs is resolved
over time. To capture this, I model µ2 as a function of time since the first generic entry, gt,
µ2(gt) = µ¯2exp(−ιgt). (15)
This approach is similar to Ackerberg and Rysman[1]. In this parameterization, I allow
the possibility that µ2 may decrease over time. As demonstrated in Ching[13], this feature has
significantly improved the flexibility of a supply side model in generating pricing patterns that
mimics the data.
17Note that E[Ag|I(t)] is also an unobserved product characteristic but it is asymmetric across products.
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4 Data and Estimation
4.1 Data
A drug is defined as a chemical or a combination of chemicals that is patented by its originator.
It can be produced by either the originator or generic firms after patent expiration. My sample
consists of 14 drugs with patents expired during the four year period from 1984 through 1987: 7 of
them are heart disease drugs, 4 are anti-depressants, and 3 are anti-psychotic drugs.18 Data sources
for this study include: IMS America,19 the pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association (PMA) the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and the Statistical Abstract of the United States. Table 1
shows the summary statistics of my data set.
Data on sales revenue and quantities sold, and the number of distributors are obtained from
the IMS U.S. Drugstore (USD) and U.S. Hospital (USH) database. For each drug, I observe quar-
terly revenue and quantity sold for both the brand-name original and the total sales of its generic
counterparts from the quarter that the patent expired to the fourth quarter of 1990. Observations
in this data set represent combined sales from drugstores and hospitals. Prices used in this study
is the average wholesale price (AWP) which is obtained by dividing revenue by quantity sold. Cer-
tainly, retail transaction prices will be more accurate. Unfortunately, the transaction prices data
is very difficult to obtain, and not available to me. One limitation of using AWP is that it does
not take manufacturer rebate into account. A detailed discussion on IMS data collection process
can be found in Berndt et al.[3]. Data on number of HMO enrollment is obtained from the United
States Statistical Abstract.
The patent expiration dates are obtained from the FDA and the PMA’s Report of Patents on
Medical Products. The number of generic manufacturers and their approval dates for Abbreviated
New Drug Applications (ANDA) for marketing generic drugs are obtained from the FDA’s Orange
Book. Daily Defined Dose (DDD) and Average Treatment Duration (ATD) are collected from the
18The data set described here is a subset of drugs used in Suh et al.[53]. The data on sales volume, revenue and
patent expiration date were originally collected by Stephen Schondelmeyer on behalf of the U.S. Office of Technology
Assessment. I also obtained a data set on patent expiration dates from Fiona Scott Morton. I used her data to cross
check the information that I collected from other sources.
19IMS America is a marketing research company that specializes in collecting sales data for the pharmaceutical
industry.
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Medispan’s Price-Trek database. DDD is used to standardize the unit to the number of patient
days. ATD is used to obtain the number of patient days that on average each purchase decision
would amount to.
The estimates of the number of patients who have been diagnosed with a particular condition
are obtained from National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey and the National Hospital Discharge
Survey. As in Stern[51], for each disease category, I use data from the National Ambulatory Medical
Care Survey (NAMCS) and the National Hospital Discharge Survey (NHDS) to obtain an estimate
of the total number of individuals who were diagnosed with a particular condition by a physician
or a hospital in a particular year. I then obtain the mean total number of patients by averaging
the total number of patients over years. The total size of the market (in number of patient days)
is taken to be the ATD within the category multiplied by the mean total number of patients.
4.2 Estimation Method
A common concern of estimating this class of product differentiated market models is the potential
endogeneity of price. If firms know unobserved product characteristics (E[Ag |I(t)] and ξt) when
they choose prices, it is likely that prices are correlated with them. If this correlation exists and the
econometrician ignores it when estimating the model, not only will the price coefficient be biased,
but so will the other preference parameters that determine the rate of learning.
Berry[6] and Berry et al.[7] (BLP) have developed a GMM based method to account for
this endogeneity problem. To apply their procedure, one would first use a contraction mapping
to recover each product’s “aggregate” unobserved product characteristic (denoted as εjt) from the
market shares and a given set of parameter values, and then use εjt’s to create the sample analog for
the moment conditions. Unfortunately, εjt, being a function of E[Aj |I(t)], E[Aj |I(t)]2 and ξjt, is
serially correlated and non-stationary in general.20 Another complication is that when constructing
the moment conditions, one needs to compute the mean of E[Ag|I(t)] and E[Ag|I(t)]2 conditioning
on {qgτ}t−1τ=0, which is quite computationally burdensome. These issues make it difficult to use
GMM to estimate this model.
20To my knowledge, all the discrete choice product differentiation models, which are estimated using the BLP
method, assume that there is only one unobserved product characteristic for each product (i.e., ξjt).
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4.2.1 Maximum Likelihood: Approximation Approach
Instead of using the BLP procedure to estimate this model, I develop another estimation approach.
To understand the contribution of my method, it would be useful to review the classical full in-
formation maximum likelihood approach (FIML). In FIML, the econometrician needs to model
the oligopolistic supply side explicitly, and derive a pricing policy rule as a function of observed
and unobserved product characteristics, and other state variables. The econometrician then forms
the joint likelihood function of a sequence of prices and quantities, and consistent estimates of the
parameters can be obtained by maximizing the likelihood function. FIML is an iterative process,
which requires solving numerically the supply-side oligopoly model for a given set of parameter
values, then evaluating the likelihood function, etc., until the likelihood is maximized. However,
as the demand side involves learning and firms may be forward-looking, the full solution of the
oligopoly model involves solving a multi-agent dynamic programming problem, which is very com-
putationally demanding. For the dynamic oligopoly model of the pharmaceutical industry that is
detailed in Ching[13], a single solution takes roughly 12 hours of cpu time on a Intel Pentium D
3.00GHz processor workstation. Hence, full information maximum likelihood is infeasible in this
context. In addition, even if the econometrician has the computation power to apply FIML, biased
estimates may still result if the equilibrium model is misspecified. In particular, a priori it is not
clear whether firms choose price after observing E[Aj |I(t)] and ξjt.
For these reasons, instead of generating a pricing policy function by solving a supply-side
model explicitly, I approximate the pricing policy function. What state variables should enter
the pricing policy function? As explained above, E[Ag|I(t)] and ξt might be correlated with pt,
where pt = (pbt, pgt). In addition, pjt might also depend on (σ
2
Ag
(t), ngt, t) through the dynamic
oligopolistic equilibrium (recall that ngt is the number of generic entrants at time t). The time
trend, t, may affect equilibrium prices because it enters the utility function for the outside good.
A time trend in the pricing policy function could also capture some systematic increase in pro-
duction costs over time. Hence, the true pricing policy function, ℘(.), should be a function of
(ngt, t, σ
2
Ag
(t), E[Ag |I(t)], ξbt, ξgt). For j ∈ {b, g},
pjt = ℘j(ngt, t, σ
2
Ag
(t), E[Ag |I(t)], ξbt, ξgt)νjt, (16)
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where ν is an error term, which captures productivity shocks, or “optimization” errors that prevent
the firm from correctly implementing the optimal pricing policy function, ℘j(.). Implicitly, I assume
that firms know that there are random factors that lead to ex post discrepancies between intended
and realized decisions, and ℘j(.) has already taken these uncertainties into account.
Taking logs on both sides of Equation (16), I obtain,
log(pjt) = log(℘j(ngt, t, σ
2
Ag
(t), E[Ag |I(t)], ξbt, ξgt)) + log(νjt). (17)
To approximate log(℘j(.)), I propose to use a polynomial series estimator in Ching[12], i.e., project-
ing log(pjt) onto a polynomial of (ngt, t, σ
2
Ag
(t), E[Ag |I(t)], ξbt, ξgt). Assuming that the error term,
νjt, is distributed log normally, I obtain the conditional likelihood of observing pt,
fp(pt|ngt, t, σ2Ag (t), E[Ag |I(t)], ξt; θl, γ), (18)
where ξt = (ξbt, ξgt); γ is the vector of parameters that are associated with the state variables in
℘j(.); θl is a set of learning parameters that determines σ
2
Ag
(t) and E[Ag|I(t)].21
The observed quantity demanded, qjt, follows a multinomial distribution and therefore is
subject to sampling errors, ηjt.
22 I incorporate these sampling errors explicitly into the estimation
procedure. Given that the market sizes are always over one million, I assume the normal distribution
approximates the multinomial distribution well. Let θd be the set of demand side parameters, which
include θl and other preferences parameters. For j ∈ {b, g}, the quantity of output, qjt, can be
expressed as,
qjt = MPr(j|p, ngt, t, σ2Ag (t), E[Ag |I(t)], ξt; θd) + ηjt, (19)
where
V ar(ηt) = M
(
Pr(b|t)(1 − Pr(b|t)) −Pr(b|t)Pr(g|t)
−Pr(b|t)Pr(g|t) Pr(g|t)(1 − Pr(g|t))
)
, (20)
Pr(j|t) = Pr(j|p, ngt, t, σ2Ag (t), E[Ag |I(t)], ξt; θd). (21)
21Note that since I approximate log(℘j(.)), νjt will also contain an approximation error, which should be a function
of the state variables by construction. I assume that a polynomial series estimator is able to approximate log(℘j(.))
well, and hence the magnitude of the approximation error is very small, and can be ignored.
22BLP does not incorporate sampling errors into their estimation procedure. They consider the sample size, M , to
be very large, and hence disregard sampling errors.
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Notice that when the sample size is large (e.g. over one million in this context), V ar(η) may be so
small that it alone is not sufficient to explain the discrepancies between the model and the data.
Thus, it should be emphasized that the main sources of uncertainty for output are the structural
disturbances: E[Ag|I(t)] and ξt. I denote fq(qt|pt, ngt, t, σ2Ag (t), E[Ag |I(t)], ξt; θd) as the likelihood
of observing qt conditional on (pt, ngt, t, σ
2
Ag
(t), E[Ag |I(t)], ξt), where ξjt is assumed to be i.i.d.
normal for j = b, g.
The joint likelihood of observing (qt, pt) is simply the product of fq(qt|pt, .) and fp(pt|.), i.e.,
l(qt, pt|ngt, t, σ2Ag(t), E[Ag |I(t)], ξt; θd, γ) = (22)
fq(qt|pt, ngt, t, σ2Ag (t), E[Ag |I(t)], ξt; θd)fp(pt|ngt, t, σ2Ag (t), E[Ag |I(t)], ξt; θl, γ).
Now note that σ2Ag(t) is a function of {qgτ}t−1τ=0 (see Equation (8)). Therefore, one can rewrite (22)
as,
l(qt, pt|ngt, t, σ2Ag (t), E[Ag |I(t)], ξt; θd, γ) = (23)
l(qt, pt|ngt, t, {qgτ}t−1τ=0, E[Ag|I(t)], ξt; θd, γ).
For each market, the likelihood of observing q = {qt}Tt=0 and p = {pt}Tt=0 is,
L(q, p|{ngτ , τ, E[Ag|I(τ)], ξτ }Tτ=0; θd, γ) = (24)
T∏
t=0
l(qt, pt|ngt, t, {qgτ}t−1τ=0, E[Ag|I(t)], ξt; θd, γ).
But (ξt, E[Ag|I(t)]) are unobserved to the analyst and therefore must be integrated over to form
the unconditional sample likelihood for (qt, pt), that is,
L(q, p|{ngτ}Tτ=0, {τ}Tτ=0; θd, γ) = (25)∫ ∫ T∏
t
l(qt, pt|ngt, t, {qgτ}t−1τ=0, E[Ag|I(t)], ξt; θd, γ)dF ({ξτ }Tτ=0)dF ({E[Ag |I(τ)]}Tτ=0).
If ξt is i.i.d., the above integrals can be rewritten as,
L(q, p|{ngτ}Tτ=1, {τ}Tτ=0; θd, γ) = (26)∫
{
T∏
t
[
∫
l(qt, pt|ngt, t, {qgτ}t−1τ=0, E[Ag |I(t)], ξt; θd, γ)dF (ξt)]}dF ({E[Ag |I(τ)]}Tτ=0).
Evaluating (26) numerically is very difficult. It involves high order integrals because E[Ag|I(t)] is
autocorrelated. I resolve this problem by using the method of simulated maximum likelihood. In
the appendix, I detail how I carry out the simulation.
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The estimation approach described here is in the spirit of Olley and Pakes[44], Geweke and
Keane[25] and Erdem, Keane and Sun[23], who use polynomials to approximate the decision rule
for selection and investment, an agent’s future payoffs, and manufacturers’ coupons offering policy,
respectively, in order to correct the selection/endogeneity problem. This method has the advantage
of correcting the simultaneity problem for the demand model without imposing a particular supply-
side model. As a result, using the parameter estimates, one can simulate various supply-side models
and see which one generates the pricing function that is closest to the data. The parameter estimates
for the pseudo-pricing policy function also allow one to learn the structure of the true pricing policy
function. Given this framework, one can easily carry out likelihood ratio tests to see if the pricing
policy function depends on unobserved product characteristics. However, this method comes with
a cost: it increases the number of parameters and hence the sample size requirement. In particular,
if the sample size is not large enough, it may be difficult to identify the effects of the unobserved
state variables in the pricing policy functions.
4.2.2 Identification
Now I discuss the identification of the structural parameters in details. Notice that the likelihood
function requires the entry time of generic entrants to be exogenous, i.e., uncorrelated with ξjt
and E[Ag|I(t)]. If this assumption fails, then the price coefficients would likely be biased. For
instance, if entry is more likely when ξjt and E[Ag|I(t)] are high, it might cause prices and these
unobservables to be correlated because prices would likely be functions of the number of generic
entrants. But as I discussed in section 2.4, the entry time of generic firms depends on when they
receive approvals from the FDA. Usually, the regulatory approval time does not depend on market
conditions, i.e., ξjt and E[Ag|I(t)]. Instead, it depends on the quality of the application and the
total workload at the Office of Generic Drugs. This institutional feature introduces exogenous
randomness to the entry time of generic entrants. This generates exogenous variation in prices and
choice sets, which help identify the price coefficients and the extent of consumer heterogeneity (pi0)
(Petrin[47]), respectively.23
23Recall that ngt and t enter the pricing equation only because they both affect the equilibrium prices via the
oligopolistic equilibrium. Although ngt enters the demand model, it affects demand only through the denominator
of the logit formula. Also, note that the time trend only appears in the utility of choosing the outside good.
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When there are two unobserved product characteristics (ξt and E[Ag|I(t)]), it might seem
difficult to identify their standard deviations. But note that the standard deviation of E[Ag|I(t)]
will become arbitrarily small in the long run. Hence, the standard deviation of ξt can be identified
by the steady state fluctuation in market shares.24 Before reaching the steady state, the empirical
fluctuation of market shares net of those due to ξt must be contributed by E[Ag|I(t)]. The rate at
which the fluctuation of market shares converges to the steady state basically depends on the rate
of learning, and therefore identifies σ2Ag(0) and σδ/κ (Equation (7) and (8)). The initial market
shares help identify the initial prior mean (A). The long-run steady state market shares identify
the true mean attribute level of generics (Ag). The evolution of the market shares, σ
2
Ag
(t) and
E[Ag|I(t)] identify the utility weight for attribute (ω), and the risk aversion parameter (r).
It should be noted that there are a number of markets in which market shares of brand-
name drugs stay at a surprisingly high level, even though these markets seem to have reached long
run equilibrium with several years having elapsed since patent expiration. Given the large price
differentials between brand-name and generic drugs, the estimates of the true mean attribute of
the brand-name drug is necessarily higher than that of the generics, i.e., Ab > Ag. However, since
the FDA has certified the equivalence of generics, some people may be uncomfortable with this
result. In fact, it is likely that physicians and patients may value the reputation or the image of
the brand-name drug. Hence, when interpreting Ab, one should think of it as the mean attribute
level of the brand-name drug plus some psychological benefit of consuming it.
The identification of the coefficients of the unobserved state variables in the pricing policy
function partly hinges on the functional form assumptions. This is why I propose to use a flexible
functional form to approximate the pricing policy function in Ching[12]. Ideally, if there are no data
limitations, one should experiment with different orders of polynomial and select the specification
that best fits the data. Given a particular functional form, the coefficients for ξbt and ξgt can
be identified by the steady state correlations of prices and market shares. The non-steady state
correlation between prices and market shares, controlling for ξbt and ξgt, identify the coefficient for
E[Ag|I(t)].
As for µ¯2 and ι in Equation (15), recall that these two parameters determine the degree of
symmetric unobserved product differentiation among generics over time, which in turn determine
24By steady state, I mean E[Ag|I(t)] becomes a constant.
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the level of prices and the generic pricing trend generated by a supply side model. This feature has
significantly improved the flexibility of a supply side model in generating pricing patterns. I have
tried to estimate µ¯2 and ι jointly with other parameters, but find that the parameter estimates
generate unsatisfactory equilibrium pricing patterns that are mostly far too high and flat. This is
not surprising as a major source of identification for µ¯i and ι should come from the supply side,
which is avoided by the estimation method used here. Unfortunately, as discussed above, explicitly
incorporating the supply side into the estimation procedure has proved to be computationally
infeasible. Therefore, I have decided to calibrate the initial guess of all the parameters by informally
matching predicted equilibrium market shares and pricing patterns with the observed data. Then
I fix µ¯i and ι at the calibrated values and estimate other parameters. The calibrated values for µ¯i
and ι are given in Table 2.
5 Results
5.1 Econometric Specification
The estimation results presented here are based on data for 14 drugs (i.e., 14 markets). They are
grouped into two categories by therapeutic class: (i) heart disease drugs, (ii) anti-depressants and
anti-psychotic drugs. I first discuss the baseline specification, which I refer to Model 1a. I assume
that there are two types of patients (k = 0, 1), and the coefficients for price are type specific. In
the baseline case, the following parameters are allowed to differ across markets: the coefficients for
the utility of the outside good (φ0, φt), the mean attribute levels of generics (Ag), and the fraction
of experience signals that is revealed to physicians in each period (κ). The rest of the parameters
are common across markets within a category, but are allowed to differ across categories. These
common parameters include the price coefficients (αk), the weight attached to the attribute (ω), the
risk coefficient (r), the initial prior variance (σ2Ag (0)), the experience variability (σ
2
δ ), the proportion
of each patient type (pik), and the standard deviation of the unobserved product characteristics (σξ).
For heart disease drugs, I further divide them into two subgroups according to their main
uses: (i) high blood pressure (amiloride, clonidine, methyldopa, hydrochlorothiazide methyldopa,
and propranolol); and (ii) irregular heart beat or chest pain (disoypramide and verapamil). I
expect that patients/physicians may have different initial priors or different degree of heterogeneity
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in terms of price sensitivity for these two groups of drugs. Patients may be more tolerant about the
absolute differences in terms of purity or coating for drugs that mainly treat high blood pressure –
the slight differences may still be able to lower their blood pressure satisfactorily. However, for the
later group, the same absolute differences in purity/coating may result in more easily noticeable
differences in health outcomes. This may in turn translate to “larger” differences in attribute level
measured in patients’ utility function.25 For similar reasons, I expect to see that the proportion of
price-sensitive consumers (i.e., pi0) may be smaller for the later group of drugs.
For anti-depressants and anti-psychotic drugs, it is not obvious how to separate our sample
drugs a priori according to their uses because all of them treat mental diseases with health outcomes
that are easily observed. I therefore consider another way to incorporate heterogeneity for the initial
prior and pi0. As I discuss in section 2, it is plausible that the public may gain more confidence
about generics over time. This could result in a less diffuse and pessimistic initial prior. Moreover,
it is possible that a manufacturer slowly builds up its sales forces. If these two factors matter
in explaining the slow diffusion, this should result in more favorable initial prior for generics in
markets with patents expired later. The proportion of price-sensitive consumers (pi0) could also
change over time because of the penetration of HMOs during the 80s. Based on these intuitions, I
divide my sample of anti-depressants and anti-psychotic drugs into two groups: (i) early markets
(desipramine, trazodone, perphenazine and thiothixene) refer to the drugs that have their patents
expired during December 1984 - June 1985; (ii) late markets (doxepin, maprotiline and haloperidol)
refer to the drugs that have their patents expired during July 1985 - December 1987. Table 1 shows
the patent expiry dates.26 I allow the initial prior and pi0 to differ across these two groups.
I also estimate two other specifications for robustness check. It is possible that the initial
slow diffusion of generics is due to factors other than learning. As mentioned in section 2.1, it
might take time for physicians to learn that generics are available after gaining approval. It might
also take time for pharmacies to receive the initial shipments. Unfortunately, I do not have data
to directly control for these factors. So Model 1a could overestimate the importance of learning.
25In particular, although disopyramide is used to treat irregular heartbeat, it actually could produce new irregular
heartbeat. Therefore, it is used in carefully selected patients (MedicineNet[42]).
26For heart disease drugs, after I separate the drugs according to their uses, I no longer have enough markets to
allow for early and late markets.
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These factors, if present, should be relatively more important during the first few periods
immediately after the first generic has entered the market. Therefore, to address this potential
problem, I re-estimate the model by withholding the first four periods of observations since the
first generic enters the market. In other words, I do not require the model to fit the first year of the
generic diffusion paths. I refer to this specification as Model 1b. I am hoping that this specification
will help alleviate the potential bias due to other factors that mainly influence the initial stage of
the diffusion process. Another advantage of estimating Model 1b is that I can use its results to
test whether learning is a primary factor in explaining diffusion. If the estimates of Model 1b turn
out to be similar to those of Model 1a, then I cannot reject the hypothesis that learning plays a
primary role in explaining the slow diffusion. If the estimates of Model 1a and 1b turn out to be
quite different, this will suggest that other factors play non-negligible roles in explaining the slow
diffusion.
Another factor that could explain the slow diffusion is the penetration of HMO. The number
of enrollment in HMO increases from 16.7 millions in 1984 to 33.1 millions in 1990. In Model 2, I
control this factor by modeling the proportion of price-sensitive consumers as a function of HMO
enrollment levels.
pit = pi0 + pihmo ∗HMOt, (27)
where HMOt is the number of patients enrolled in an HMO at time t.
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For the pricing policy function, I use the same functional form for all three specifications and
for all categories. Ideally one should experiment different order of polynomials when approximating
the pricing policy function. However, the number of observations for this study is not sufficiently
large to support an extensive specification search. As an initial step, I use a first-order polynomial
to approximate the pricing policy function. For j ∈ {b, g},
log(pjt) = γj0 + γj1t+ γj2ngt + γj3E[U
g|I(t)] + γj4(ξjt − ξ−jt) + ν˜jt, (28)
where E[U g|I(t)] = ωE[Ag|I(t)] − ωrE[Ag|I(t)]2 − ωrσ2Ag(t). Some coefficients for the pseudo-
pricing policy functions are common for markets within a category. These common coefficients
27Note that the U.S. Statistical Abstract reports the number of HMO enrollment once a year. I extrapolate the
HMO enrollment data to obtain quarterly observations when estimating the model. Admittedly, this introduces
measurement error, but this also simplifies the estimation significantly.
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include those on E[U g|I(t)], and the difference between the brand-name demand shock and the
generic demand shock. Other parameters, which include the intercept, the coefficients for the time
trend, the number of generic entrants and the variances of the prediction errors, are allowed to
differ across drugs, but with restrictions. This simple specification might first seem inadequate in
approximating the pricing policy function. But as I will demonstrate in section 5.2.3, it does quite
well in fitting the observed pricing pattern.
For heart disease drugs, the total number of parameters for the demand model (Model 1a)
and the pricing policy function are 44 and 36, respectively; for anti-depressants and anti-psychotic
drugs, they are 39 and 37, respectively. Treating product/quarter as one observation, the number
of observations are 300 for heart disease drugs, and 256 for anti-depressants and anti-psychotic
drugs. In all of these specifications, a generic entrant is a manufacturer with an ANDA approval.
5.2 Parameter Estimates
For simplicity, ξt’s are assumed to be i.i.d. normal. For identification reasons, in each category
the fraction of experience signals revealed (κ) for one market must be fixed. I fix κ(amiloride) for
heart disease drugs, κ(desipramine) for anti-depressants and anti-psychotic drugs. Similarly, the
mean attribute level of one product must be fixed, because the absolute levels have no meaning. A
natural choice is to fix the mean attribute level for the brand-name drug, which is set to zero for all
categories. The parameter estimates and standard errors are shown in Tables 3 - 9. The number
of draws that I use is 100 for {E[Ag|I(t)]r}Tt=0 and for ξst .
5.2.1 Utility Function
All estimates for the structural parameters are statistically significant and share similar qualitative
features across categories and specifications. I first discuss the estimates for the learning parameters,
which are reported in Table 3. Overall, the utility weight on attribute (ω) and the risk coefficient
(r) are positive for all categories, indicating risk-averse behavior. In other words, an increase in the
perceived variance of the generic attribute will lower the expected utility of choosing generics. The
initial prior variances (σ2Ag (0)) are large, indicating that the patients are uncertain about the mean
attribute levels of generics initially. The initial prior means (A) are negative, suggesting that the
initial expectation about the mean attribute of generics is lower than the value of Ab, which is fixed
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at zero. The estimates for consumer heterogeneity are reported in Table 4. The price coefficient of
type 0 consumers (i.e., α0) is much higher than that of type 1 consumers (i.e., α1) for all categories
and all specifications. Their ratios are 3 for heart disease drugs, and 4 for anti-depressants and anti-
psychotic drugs. The proportion of price-sensitive patients is roughly 0.28 for drugs that mainly
treat irregular heartbeat or chest pain, and 0.35 for the rest of the drugs.
For heart disease drugs, the proportions of the price-sensitive consumers (i.e., pi0) are higher
for high blood pressure drugs compared with other drugs that mainly treat irregular heartbeat
or chest pain: they are 0.344 vs. 0.283, 0.357 vs. 0.267, and 0.333 vs. 0.273 for Model 1a, 1b,
and 2, respectively (see Table 4). The initial prior variances for drugs that mainly treat irregular
heartbeat and chest pain (i.e., disoypramide and verapamil) are more diffuse (e.g., 26.55 vs. 23.44
for Model 1a), and their initial prior means are also more negative, compared with other drugs
that mainly treat high blood pressure (see Table 3). A likelihood ratio test rejects the hypothesis
that the initial prior and pi0 are the same across these two groups of drugs. This confirms the
hypothesis that patients/physicians feel that the absolute differences of qualities have stronger
impact on the efficacy or side-effects for drugs that mainly treat irregular heartbeats and chest
pain. Consequently, the initial priors for this group of drugs are more diffuse and the patients are
also less price-sensitive on average, compared with the group of high blood pressure drugs.
For anti-depressants and anti-psychotic drugs, the proportion of the price-sensitive consumers
remains fairly stable at around 0.36 in both early and late markets for Model 1a and 1b (see Table
4). According to the point estimates, the initial prior variances and the initial prior means become
slightly less diffuse (e.g., 37.18 vs. 38.19 for Model 1a) and slightly less negative (e.g., -24.33 vs.
-25.02 for Model 1a), respectively, in the late market (see Table 3). The results do not confirm that
consumers gain more confidence about generics over time for anti-depressants and anti-psychotic
drugs, or the slow expansion of sales forces matters in explaining the slow diffusion. This could
be because (i) the media coverage about the quality of generic drugs was mixed, partly due to the
negative campaign organized by brand-name companies to persuade consumers to stay with the
branded originals (Lewin[35]); (ii) selling generic drugs, unlike the brand-name originals, need not
rely on large sales forces (James[31]), as I discussed earlier in section 2.2.
In Model 2, the coefficient for HMO enrollment (pihmo) is negative and significant for heart
disease drugs (see Table 4). But its magnitude is very small, implying that pi0 stays roughly constant
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at around 0.33 (high blood pressure drugs) and 0.27 (irregular heart beast/chest pain drugs) over
time. For anti-depressants and anti-psychotic drugs, pihmo is positive and marginally significant.
But again, its magnitude is very small, implying that pi0 merely increases from 0.360 (when generics
just enter the market) to 0.367 (at the end of the sample period). This might be because (i) some
patients did not have insurance coverage for prescription drugs before joining HMOs; (ii) many
HMOs’ formularies did not structure to induce patients to use generics during the 80s.28 As a
result, the overall effects of HMO enrollments on pi0 could be canceled out.
Table 5 presents the estimates for mean attribute levels, and the fractions of experience signals
revealed. All of the estimates are significant. Recall that it is the ratio between the experience
variability (σ2δ ) and the fraction of experience signals revealed (κ) that determines the rate of
learning. The absolute values of σ2δ and κ by themselves have no meaning. The estimated true
mean attribute levels of generics (Ag’s) for all markets are significantly different from zero. They
are negative and thus lower than the mean attribute level of brand-name originals, which are fixed
at zero for all markets. As discussed in section 4.2.2, Ab includes some psychological benefit of
choosing a brand-name drug that cannot be sorted out from its actual mean attribute level in the
current framework. Hence, one should not conclude that the quality of the brand-name drug is
better than the quality of generic drugs simply from the higher value of Ab. There is only one
out of 14 true mean attribute levels (verapamil) that is lower than the initial prior. This suggests
that patients generally have pessimistic initial priors about generic qualities. This seems plausible
for the period of 1984-90 because there were much fewer generic drugs available on the market
before 1984. Pessimistic priors could result from lack of actual experiences with generic drugs,
and the general perception that generic products have inferior qualities compared with brand-name
products. Moreover, this result is also consistent with some survey studies in the 80s (e.g., Carroll et
al.[9], Carroll[10]), which find that physicians, pharmacists and patients expressed concerns about
the quality of generics.
Table 6 presents the estimates for the utility of the outside goods. All of the parameter
estimates are significant. Most of the time trends, except for verapamil, are positive. This indicates
28According to a survey conducted by Doering et al.[19] in the late 80s, about 32.5% of the HMOs required a patient
to pay the difference in the cost of the medication, and merely 4.8% required a patient to pay higher copayment if
he/she wanted the brand-name drug dispensed.
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that in general the total demand for the chemicals tend to decrease over time. This is consistent
with the previous findings by Caves et al.[11], who argue that the decrease in the total demand for
a chemical is due to the dramatic reduction of detailing efforts by brand-name firms after patent
expiration.
It should be emphasized that the estimates of the three models are very similar. Even
though we try to control for the slow increase in awareness of the existence of generic alternatives
(Model 1b), and the slow penetration of HMO (Model 2), the estimates remain virtually unchanged
compared with the base model (Model 1a). This provides evidence to support the hypothesis that
learning plays a primary role in explaining the slow diffusion of generics.
5.2.2 Pricing policy functions
Now I turn to discuss the results of the pricing policy function. In searching for a specification I first
regressed log prices on the observed explanatory variables, (i.e., the time trend and the number of
generic entrants), allowing the coefficients to be market specific and unrestricted. But with limited
data available, I am forced to impose restrictions on the coefficients when jointly estimating the
pricing policy function and the demand model. To gain degrees of freedom, I restrict coefficients on
the observed variables that were “close” for different markets to be equal. Restrictions on coefficients
are self-explanatory from Table 7 and 8. I also restrict coefficients on unobserved variables to be
equal across markets within a category, but allow them to differ across categories. The unobserved
variables include the perceived variance of the generic attribute, the expected attribute level of
generics, the brand-name demand shock and the generic demand shock. I focus my discussion on
the time trend, the number of generic entrants, and the unobserved variables. Since the intercepts
do not have decisive structural interpretations, their estimates are not reported here.
The time trend and the number of generics
Generic drugs: Now I discuss the estimates of the time trends and the number of generics
for generic drug pricing policy functions. The results are reported in Table 7. For heart disease
drugs, the time trends are not significant. But the number of generics is negative and significant
for six out of seven markets for all three models. For anti-depressants and anti-psychotic drugs, the
point estimates of the time trend are similar across all models. Five out of seven time trends are
negative and significant for Model 1a; but it is insignificant for maprotiline in Model 1b and 2, and
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insignificant for doxepin for Model 2. The coefficients for the number of generic drugs are negative
and significant for all markets. Overall the results suggest that the number of generics plays a role
in lowering the generic prices.
Brand-name drugs: Table 8 reports the estimates of the time trend and the number of generics
for brand-name drug pricing policy function. For heart disease drugs, the time trends, which are
restricted to be the same, are positive and significant at 10% level for Model 1a and 2. But none of
the number of generics is significant for all models. For anti-depressants and anti-psychotic drugs,
the time trends are significant in five out of seven markets; among them, three are positive and one
is negative for all three models. The number of generics are positive and significant for two markets:
perphenazine and thiothixene. For them, the entry of generic drugs have caused the brand-name
firms to raise their prices. For markets which show the number of generics is not significant, this
may reflect that the composition of consumers who keep choosing brand-name drugs is mainly
determined by consumer learning, instead of the number of generic alternatives available.
Unobserved variables
Table 9 reports the estimates of unobserved variables: the partial expected utility (E[U sig|I(t)]),
and the difference between the brand-name demand shock and the generic demand shock (ξj−ξ−j).
It turns out that none of the unobserved variables are significant here. This could be due to several
reasons. First, E[U sig|I(t)] may not be a sufficient statistics for E[Ag|I(t)] and σ2Ag(t) from firms’
viewpoints. It might be more appropriate to model E[Ag|I(t)] and σ2Ag(t) to enter the pricing policy
function separately. However, this would increase the number of parameters, which is a constraint
for this study because of the data sample size. Second, it is possible that firms make their pricing
decisions before E[U sig|I(t)] and ξj are realized. If this is the case, the endogeneity problem of price
might be less of a concern here. Overall, given these limitations, I am reluctant to draw a definite
conclusion on whether the pricing decisions depend on the unobservables: E[Ag|I(t)], σ2Ag(t) and
ξj.
5.2.3 Goodness-of-fit
Overall, I find that the results are robust across all specifications. To illustrate the goodness-of-fit,
I simulate 100 sequences of price and quantity pairs for both the brand-name drug and the generic
drug, from the demand model and the pseudo-pricing policy function using the parameter estimates.
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The number of generic firms is taken as exogenous. I then compute the average predicted price
and quantity for each period by averaging simulated prices and quantities. I only show the results
based on Model 1a. The simulation results from the other two specifications are similar.
Figure 4 and 5 plot the average predicted demand vs. the actual demand for brand-name
drugs and generic drugs, respectively. In general, the model is able to fit the demand pattern quite
well, particularly for brand-name drugs. For generic drugs, some of the predicted demand exhibits
inverted U-shapes. This is partly because I restrict the standard error of the logit taste shocks for
generics to decline over time. Such a restriction implies that the utility of choosing generics drops
over time, holding everything else fixed. Another factor that causes the demand for generics finally
drops is that the time trend for the utility of outside goods is positive. The initial increase in the
utility of choosing generics is due to the decrease in generic prices and uncertainty. Figure 6 and
7 plots the average predicted price and the actual price for brand-name drugs and generic drugs,
respectively. Despite the simple functional form for the pricing policy functions, they do well in
fitting the pricing pattern.
I also calculate the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). Table 10 shows the results.
Overall, the MAPE for both the brand-name prices and generic prices are always lower than 10%.
For the brand-name quantity sold, it is always smaller than 17%. However, it is relatively higher
for the generic quantity sold: one market has 14.6%; seven markets have below 30%; two markets
have between 30% and 40%; two markets have between 40% and 50%; two markets have more than
70%.
To further illustrate the goodness-of-fit for this model, I take the average of the predicted
demand for generics across all markets. The results are reported in the fifth column of Table 11.
The average actual generic demand for all markets is reported in the fourth column of Table 11. The
second column of Table 11 lists the number of markets used to calculate average generic demands.
The number of markets available drops over time because some markets have their patents expired
later than others, and my data end in the fourth quarter of 1990. Period zero refers to the quarter
in which generics just entered the market. The initial average predicted demand is 2.02 million
patient days, which is about 50 percent of the average actual demand. In the 4th quarter, it reaches
the level of 11.55 million patient days, which is very similar to the observed level. From the fifth
quarter to the 13th quarter, the average predicted demand remains slightly higher than the average
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actual demand. From the 14th quarter on, the average predicted demand becomes slightly lower
than the average actual demand.29
Overall, the simulation results demonstrate that the model fits the pricing patterns and the
brand-name demand pattern quite well. Although the model is able to generate a diffusion path
for generics that mimic the data on average, it has some difficulties in fitting the exact shape of
the observed diffusion paths for generics. It is common that structural econometric models have
difficulties in fitting some features of the data because of the tight restrictions imposed by the
theory. My model is no exception here. However, it should be emphasized that my primary goal
of estimating this structural model is to obtain more insights about the prescription drug market
by counterfactual exercises. I will demonstrate this in the next three subsections using Model 1a.
5.3 Change in Demand Composition
It is likely that the diffusion rate of generics varies across different segments of consumers. Intu-
itively, I expect that the diffusion rate of generics is faster in the price-sensitive segment of the
market. However, with only aggregate level data, I do not observe the demand patterns of the
price-sensitive patients and the price-insensitive patients separately. Having estimated pi0, α
0 and
α1 (along with other structural parameters), I am able to simulate the demand patterns of each pa-
tient type. The simulated demand patterns are used to illustrate how the diffusion rate of generics
varies across patient types.
Figure 8 shows the demand patterns for the price-sensitive patients. The demand for gener-
ics surpasses that for brand-name drugs in 11 out of 14 markets over time – the exceptions are
amiloride, disopyramide and verapamil. Moreover, in most cases, it takes less than ten quarters
for generic drugs to outperform brand-name drugs in these markets. Figure 9 shows the demand
patterns for price-insensitive patients. For these patients, there are only six markets (clonidine,
desipramine, doxepin, haloperidol, perphenazine, and thiothixene), in which the demand for generic
drugs outperforms that for brand-name drugs. Brand-name drugs remain dominant throughout the
period in five markets (amiloride, propranolol, disopyramide, verapamil and maprotiline).
29I do not focus my discussion on the period beyond the 19th quarter because the number of markets has become
quite small.
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A comparison of Figure 8 and 9 reveals that on average price-sensitive patients switch to
generics quicker than price-insensitive patients as the uncertainty about the generic quality has
been resolved over time. In particular, the proportion of brand-name drugs consumers who are
price-insensitive keeps increasing over time even after the number of generic entrants has become
fixed. This suggests that the demand faced by the brand-name firms becomes less price sensitive
over time. This provides a possible explanation for why the brand-name firms keep increasing their
prices even after the number of generic entrants has been stabilized.
5.4 Branded Price Elasticity of Demand over Time
The previous literature (e.g., Grabowski and Vernon[26], Frank and Salkever[24]) has conjectured
that the reason why the brand-name firms raise their prices after facing generic entry is due to
market segmentation. They argued that when generics become available, price-sensitive consumers
switch to generics, causing the demand for brand-name drugs to become more inelastic after generic
entry. However, as I mentioned earlier, consumer heterogeneity alone is not sufficient to explain
why brand-name prices keep increasing over time after the number of generic entrants has become
stabilized.
To further investigate what drives the branded pricing pattern, I compute the static branded
price elasticities of demand over time. I find that the brand-name price elasticities, evaluated at the
observed prices, are often less than one and increase over time. To illustrate the pattern, I report
the average brand-name price elasticity across markets in the last column of Table 11. It shows that
the average static brand-name price elasticity increases from the 0th to the 11th quarter and is less
than one. The pattern becomes less clear beyond the 11th quarter because the number of markets
has dropped. The results appear to be inconsistent with the hypothesis that firms choose prices
to maximize their current profits. However, they are consistent with the hypothesis that firms
are forward-looking and physicians/patients learn about the qualities of generics via consumption
experiences. With uncertainty about the quality of generic drugs, brand-name firms may set prices
lower than what they would do if they were myopic, in order to slow down the learning process.
This could explain why the brand-name price elasticities are less than one. Note that the dynamic
incentive to slow down the learning process diminishes over time when the uncertainty about the
generic quality has slowly resolved. Consequently, brand-name firms gradually price more like
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myopic firms over time. This could also be another contributing factor that explains why the
brand-name prices gradually increase over time. The results not only provide further support for
the learning hypothesis, but also suggest that brand-name firms’ forward-looking behavior may
play a role in explaining the branded pricing pattern.
5.5 Rate of Learning and Diffusion
One way to measure the rate of learning is to use the rate at which the perceived variance of the
generic attribute diminishes over time. The third column of Table 11 shows the change in the
average perceived variance (taken across all markets) over time. Again, the simulation and the
average are obtained in the same fashion as the previous section. Notice that the average perceived
variance quickly decreases by about 50 percent in the first four quarters after the first generic
entered the market (from 31.04 to 15.71). Then it decreases by approximately another 50 percent
in the next three quarters (from 15.71 to 8.88). The rate of learning keeps diminishing as the
average perceived variance becomes smaller. This is consistent with the Bayesian updating formula
for the perceived variance (see Equation (8)).30
How much of the slow diffusion of generics is due to learning? This question is not trivial to
answer. Other than learning, the decline in generic prices and the change in the value of the outside
good can also affect the diffusion rate. One advantage of estimating the structural parameters of
the learning model is that it allows me to disentangle the effect of learning from other factors, by
simply changing the parameters values for the initial prior. To investigate the effect of learning,
I set the initial perceived variance (σ2Ag (0)) to zero, and the initial prior mean attribute level (A)
to the true mean attribute level (Ag). Keeping everything else at the estimated parameter values,
I then re-simulate the model and compute the average predicted quantities and prices. In this
counterfactual situation, the simulated data represents outcomes from markets where patients are
certain about the mean attribute level right from the beginning. By examining the difference
between the simulated data from the model without uncertainty and that from the original model
with uncertainty, I can conclude how much of the slow diffusion is due to learning.
30One may notice that the average perceived variance is fluctuating, instead of diminishing, from quarter 13 to
the quarter 18. This is due to the decline in the number of markets that are available for computing the average
perceived variance (See column two of Table 11).
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Again, I use the demand model and the pricing policy function to conduct this exercise. The
results are summarized by reporting the average predicted demand for generics. The sixth column
of Table 11 reports the average predicted generic demand for the model without uncertainty. It
appears that without learning the demand for generics is much too high initially, and stays too high
for many quarters compared with the average actual demand (the fourth column of Table 11), or
the average predicted demand from the original model with uncertainty (the fifth column of Table
11). In sum, the predicted diffusion rate in the model without uncertainty is much quicker than
the actual diffusion rate.
It should be emphasized that the change in generic demand in the model without uncertainty
has filtered out the learning effect, and therefore is mainly due to (i) the slow decrease in generic
prices and (ii) the slow increase in the number of generic entrants. A comparison about the
predictions between these two version of the model shows that these two factors are not sufficient
to generate the generic diffusion rate observed in the data. In other words, the uncertainty about
generic attribute appears to be crucial in explaining the observed diffusion patterns.
The results also suggest that it may be worthwhile to launch an advertising campaign to edu-
cate the public about the safety and bioequivalence of generic drugs. Such a campaign could reduce
the consumer uncertainty about the generic quality, and hence increase generic substitution and
lower the prescription drug expenditures, as predicted by this experiment. Recently, an insurance
company, Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan, has adopted this approach to promote the use of
generic drugs. Their one million dollars statewide advertising campaign for generics in 2001, which
emphasizes generic drugs are safe and effective, has resulted in about 30 million dollars savings this
year according to the calculation by Blue Cross Blue Shield (Sherrid[50]).
5.6 More Robustness Checks
I have tested whether the generic scandal may create a structural change on the prior mean and
prior variance in the 3rd quarter of 1989, when the generic scandal broke out. I do not find any
significant effects for all markets in my sample. This could be because there are only a few generic
firms involved in the scandal. Moreover, some generic drugs have already been on the market for
a few years when the scandal broke out in the late 80s. Those drugs should have accumulated a
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lot of consumption experiences when the scandal surfaced. According to the Bayesian updating
theory, their priors had become quite precise and should be less susceptible to change.
In order to control for the possibility of the slow expansion of distribution channels, I have
also re-estimated the model by replacing the number of generic manufacturers with the number of
distributors.31 The results on the structural demand model parameter estimates remain robust for
this specification. But the coefficient for the number of generic firms in the pricing policy function
becomes much smaller. This is not surprising because the number of distributors is typically much
larger than the number of manufacturers. Due to the space constraint, I do not report the details
of the results here. They are available upon request.
6 Conclusion
Motivated by the slow diffusion of generics and the counterintuitive pricing behavior of brand-name
firms, I start out with a demand model of prescription drugs, which incorporates consumer learning
and consumer heterogeneity. I estimate the model using data from 14 markets, and find evidence
that consumer learning plays a role in explaining the slow diffusion of generics during the 80s. The
estimates of the model suggest that the public was risk-averse, uncertain about generic qualities,
and had a pessimistic initial prior. Using the estimated model, I demonstrate that the diffusion
rate of generics for price-sensitive patients is much faster than that for price-insensitive patients. In
contrast to what the previous literature believes, I also find that the brand-name price elasticity of
demand increases over time, and is often less than one. The results suggest that brand-name firms
might be forward-looking and set prices lower than what they would do if they were myopic, in
order to slow down the learning process for generics. But such an incentive diminishes over time as
the uncertainty slowly resolves, leading the brand-name firms to gradually price higher over time.
This paper also develops a new procedure to take the endogeneity problem of prices into
account when estimating discrete choice product differentiation models using aggregate market
share data. Here I do not find evidence that prices are correlated with the unobservables in the
model. In another application, Ching and Ishihara[14] use this method to estimate the effect of
31A generic manufacturer may use multiple distributors to sell their generic drugs. See James[31] or Caves et al.[11]
for a discussion.
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detailing, and find evidence that the method corrects the bias due to the endogeneity problem of
detailing. While in principle the procedure is able to identify the parameters of the utility function
and the pseudo-pricing policy function, it may require more data relative to the standard procedure,
in order to achieve satisfactory results. More evidence on the properties of this estimator remains
to be gathered in the future.
One limitation of this study is that the counterfactual exercise used to determine the im-
portance of learning assumes the reduced form pricing policy function remains a good proxy for
the true equilibrium pricing policy function after changing the initial priors. To address this issue,
I generate the pricing policy function by solving a stochastic dynamic oligopoly structural model
numerically in Ching[13], and examine the extent to which this pricing policy function can explain
the data empirically. One important reason for estimating the structural preference parameters
and solving a dynamic oligopoly structural model is that they are crucial for evaluating various
policy experiments. For example, in Ching[13] I use the equilibrium model to study the welfare
impact of a policy, which reduces the FDA average approval time for marketing generic drugs.
Another limitation is that this paper does not study how detailing may affect the demand
for brand-name drugs and generic drugs. In particular, I do not address the possibility that the
depreciation of detailing goodwill stock may also explain the slow diffusion of generics. If this effect
is strong, I would overestimate the importance of learning here. However, Caves et al.[11] find
that detailing by brand-name firms typically drops significantly after patent expiration. Moreover,
generic firms do not use detailing to market their products. The evidence seems to suggest that
detailing might not be of first order importance in affecting the choice between brand-name drugs
and generics.32 Certainly, one cannot draw a definite conclusion without further investigation.
Disentangling between depreciation of detailing goodwill stock and learning will be an interesting
problem for future research.
32When it comes to the choice between brand-name originals or their generic versions, the literature finds evidence
that the effect of detailing is mainly chemical specific instead of brand specific. Ellison and Ellison[20] make this
assumption and derive a hypothesis that brand-name firms have incentives to reduce their detailing/advertising efforts
prior to patent expiration, in order to make the market less attractive for generics to enter. They find evidence to
support this hypothesis. In addition, Scott Morton[49] does not find evidence that the detailing efforts prior to patent
expiration deter generic entry.
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Table 1: Summary statistics
patent expiry entry total # max min max min
date(mm/yy) delay* entrants
pg
pb
pg
pb
qg
qb+qg
qg
qb+qg
Heart disease drugs
High blood pressure drugs
Amiloride 12/84 4 1 0.543 0.442 0.153 0.028
Clonidine 7/86 0 12 0.387 0.085 0.786 0.163
Methyldopa 12/84 0 17 0.696 0.248 0.633 0.035
Hydrochlorothiazide Methyldopa 12/84 5 12 0.630 0.348 0.439 0.018
Propranolol 12/84 3 21 0.686 0.128 0.521 0.129
Irregular heart beats and chest pain drugs
Disopyramide 1/86 2 11 0.815 0.378 0.261 0.036
Verapamil 10/86 0 12 0.677 0.273 0.159 0.101
Anti-depressants and Anti-psychotic drugs
Early Markets
Desipramine 2/85 4 4 0.775 0.191 0.739 0.051
Trazodone 4/85 6 11 0.815 0.204 0.675 0.057
Perphenazine 5/85 9 3 0.769 0.568 0.636 0.032
Thiothixene 12/84 11 5 0.682 0.377 0.716 0.041
Late Markets
Doxepin 7/86 2 11 0.434 0.195 0.767 0.158
Maprotiline 8/85 9 4 0.717 0.543 0.353 0.033
Haloperidol 1/86 1 13 0.748 0.320 0.733 0.206
*entry delay (measured in quarter) - the time lag between the first generic entry and the patent expiry date.
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Table 2: Calibrated parameter values determining the variance of Logit errors
µ01 µ
1
1 µ
0
2 µ
1
2 ι ψ
HEART DISEASES
amiloride 0.5 0.5 0.35 0.35 0.00 1
clonidine 1.0 1.0 0.70 0.70 0.10 5
methyldopa 1.00 1.00 0.70 0.70 0.025 8
hydrochlorothiazide methyldopa 0.90 0.90 0.63 0.63 0.03 4
propranolol 0.75 0.75 0.53 0.53 0.08 50
disopyramide 1.75 1.75 1.23 1.23 0.01 10
verapamil 1.25 1.25 0.88 0.88 0.01 4
ANTI-DEPRESSANTS and ANTI-PSYCHOTIC
Early Markets
desipramine 2.50 1.50 2.50 1.50 0.04 1
trazodone 2.50 1.50 2.50 1.50 0.05 1
perphenazine 3.00 1.80 3.00 1.80 0.035 1
thiothixene 1.50 0.90 1.50 0.90 0.035 3
Late Markets
doxepin 1.00 0.60 1.00 0.60 0.05 10
maprotiline 2.20 1.32 2.20 1.32 0.035 15
haloperidol 2.20 1.32 2.20 1.32 0.035 1
The superscript of µ indexes patient type;
the subscript of µ indexes level for the nested logit demand model;
ψ is the constant term for increasing the sampling errors.
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Table 3: Estimated parameters for learning
Heart Diseases Anti-depressants
Anti-psychotics (anti-dppsy)
Model 1a 1b 2 1a 1b 2
risk coefficient (r) 0.576* 0.584* 0.570* 0.207* 0.215* 0.192*
(0.009) (0.011) (0.009) (0.003) (0.007) (0.004)
utility weight for attribute (ω) 0.014* 0.014* 0.015* 0.038* 0.038* 0.040*
(2.2e-4) (2.0e-4) (2.3e-4) (4.0e-4) (0.001) (0.001)
experience variability (σ2δ ) 0.195* 0.193* 0.192* 0.782* 0.716* 0.816*
(0.005) (0.008) (0.005) (0.015) (0.066) (0.031)
initial prior variance (σ2Ag (0))
early markets for anti-dppsy/ 23.44* 22.45* 23.33* 38.19* 38.11* 37.98*
high blood pressure drugs (0.984) (1.960) (1.226) (0.756) (1.320) (1.885)
late markets for anti-dppsy/ 26.55* 26.55* 26.55* 37.18* 37.53* 36.95*
heart beat or chest pain drugs (0.921) (1.002) (1.011) (0.913) (1.00) (2.196)
initial prior means for anti-dppsy
early markets (Ae) -25.02* -24.78* -24.97*
(0.142) (0.579) (0.664)
late markets (Al) -24.33* -24.32* -24.21*
(0.151) (0.401) (0.678)
initial prior means for heart disease drugs
High blood pressure
Amiloride -15.21* -15.19* -15.21*
(0.222) (1.000) (0.147)
Clonidine -19.70* -19.55* -19.69*
(0.226) (0.318) (0.315)
Methyldopa -17.03* -17.26* -17.08*
(0.189) (0.826) (0.151)
Hydrochlorothiazide Methyldopa -20.85* -20.82* -20.86*
(0.256) (0.575) (0.129)
Propranolol -17.48* -17.58* -17.42*
(0.234) (0.168) (0.194)
Irregular heart beats or chest pain
Disopyramide -30.38* -30.21* -30.34*
(0.459) (0.448) (0.369)
Verapamil -24.85* -24.82* -24.90*
(0.334) (1.001) (0.325)
Standard errors are reported in parenthesis.
Number of draws for demand shocks = 100.
Number of draws for E[Ag |I(t)] = 100.
Notes:
* - t-statistic > 1.96
anti-dppsy - anti-depressants and anti-psychotic drugs
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Table 4: Estimated parameters for consumer heterogeneity
Heart Diseases Anti-depressants
Anti-psychotics (anti-dppsy)
Model 1a 1b 2 1a 1b 2
Consumer heterogeneity parameters
type 0 price coefficient (α0) 0.029* 0.031* 0.031* 0.053* 0.051* 0.053*
(9.7e-4) (4.0e-4) (2.6e-4) (6.1e-4) (0.001) (6.3e-4)
type 1 price coefficient (α1) 0.008* 0.008* 0.008* 0.012* 0.012* 0.011*
(3.0e-4) (2.0e-4) (3.0e-4) (1.2e-4) (3.7e-4) (1.1e-4)
proportion of type 0 (pi0)
high blood pressure drugs 0.344* 0.357* 0.333*
(0.037) (0.011) (0.014)
heart beat/chest pain drugs 0.283* 0.267* 0.273*
(0.015) (0.008) (0.015)
early markets for anti-depressants/psychotics 0.357* 0.363* 0.352*
(0.008) (0.023) (0.012)
late markets for anti-depressants/psychotics 0.360* 0.375* 0.352
(0.008) (0.013)
pihmo -7.6e-3* 4.3e-3**
(3.0e-3) (2.4e-3)
standard deviation of unobserved
product characteristic (σξ) 0.287* 0.281* 0.271* 0.478* 0.468* 0.475*
(0.001) (0.003) (0.014) (0.002) (0.006) (0.003)
Log Likelihood -3347 -1754 -3188 -3356 -1290 -3104
Standard errors are reported in parenthesis.
Number of draws for demand shocks = 100.
Number of draws for E[Ag |I(t)] = 100.
Notes:
* - t-statistic > 1.96.
** - t-statistic > 1.65.
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Table 5: Estimated Mean Attribute levels and Fraction of experience signals revealed
True mean Fraction of experience
attributes (Ag) signals revealed (κ)
1a 1b 2 1a 1b 2
Heart Diseases Drugs:
amiloride -12.61* -12.56* -12.61* 6.7e-6 6.7e-6 6.7e-6
(0.155) (0.150) (0.147)
clonidine -0.945* -0.815* -0.979* 1.0e-10* 1.0-e10* 1.1e-6*
(0.375) (0.332) (0.315) (4.8e-12) (5.1e-12) (1.9e-12)
methyldopa -15.00* -14.91* -15.00* 2.4e-9* 2.0e-9* 1.8e-9*
(0.171) (0.156) (0.151) (1.2e-10) (1.1e-10) (3.8e-11)
hydrochlorothiazide methyldopa -13.34* -13.35* -13.37* 4.3e-10* 4.7e-10* 4.3e-10*
(0.164) (0.163) (0.129) (2.2e-12) (3.0e-11) (9.9e-12)
propranolol -8.94* -8.64* -8.91* 2.2e-12* 3.0e-11* 9.9e-12*
(0.527) (0.312) (0.194) (9.6e-12) (9.6e-12) (1.1e-11)
disopyramide -25.14* -24.96* -25.07* 3.3e-10* 2.7e-10* 7.0e-10*
(0.560) (0.537) (0.369) (3.8e-11) (4.4e-11) (4.8e-11)
verapamil -25.83* -25.79* -25.86* 1.4e-12* 4.2e-13* 6.1e-13*
(0.334) (0.328) (0.325) (8.0e-10) (1.7e-9) (3.7e-10)
Anti-depressants and Anti-psychotic drugs:
Early Markets
desipramine -16.21* -16.19* -15.77* 1.0e-8 1.0e-8 1.0e-8
(0.112) (0.285) (0.175)
trazodone -17.17* -17.15* -17.05* 1.4e-9* 1.4e-9* 1.3e-9*
(0.123) (0.364) (0.250) (2.0e-11) (5.5e-11) (5.4e-11)
perphenazine -12.81* -12.70* -12.57* 8.0e-9* 7.8e-9* 8.5e-9*
(0.105) (0.310) (0.152) (1.5e-10) (5.7e-10) (2.8e-10)
thiothixene -12.06* -11.95 -11.98* 3.6e-8* 3.5e-8* 4.0e-8*
(0.076) (0.262) (0.159) (5.3e-10) (4.1e-9) (1.1e-9)
Late Markets
doxepin -10.24* -10.26* -10.23* 1.0e-8* 9.6e-9* 1.0e-8*
(0.072) (0.158) (0.143) (2.3e-10) (4.2e-10) (6.3e-10)
maprotiline -18.26* -18.13* -18.12* 3.3e-10* 8.5e-10* 6.5e-10*
(0.143) (0.418) (0.242) (1.4e-9) (6.1e-10) (1.3e-9)
haloperidol -14.22* -14.16* -14.30* 9.2e-10* 8.6e-10* 7.7e-10*
(0.181) (0.261) (0.188) (4.0e-11) (5.1e-11) (2.8e-11)
Notes:
* - t-statistic > 1.96
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Table 6: Estimated Coefficients for the outside good
intercept (φ0) time trend (φt)
Model 1a 1b 2 1a 1b 2
Heart Diseases Drugs:
Amiloride 1.673* 1.690* 1.668* 3.8e-4** -4.9e-4** 0.001*
(0.015) (0.010) (0.009) (2.0e-4) (2.7e-4) (1.9e-4)
Clonidine 0.063 0.017 0.074* 0.073* 0.077* 0.074*
(0.044) (0.018) (0.018) (8.0e-4) (8.7e-4) (7.5e-4)
Methyldopa -1.140* -1.187* -1.127* 0.085* 0.087* 0.085*
(0.067) (0.006) (0.025) (0.001) (0.025) (6.4e-4)
Hydrochlorothiazide Methyldopa 0.093* 0.167* 0.090* 0.071* 0.068* 0.073*
(0.039) (0.020) (0.019) (5.0e-4) (4.0e-4) (5.6e-4)
Propranolol -1.760* -1.708* -1.731* 0.059* 0.056* 0.059*
(0.063) (0.020) (0.019) (0.001) (8.0e-4) (8.1e-4)
Disopyramide -5.773* -5.488* -5.781* 0.186* 0.169* 0.188*
(0.052) (0.071) (0.052) (0.003) (0.003) (0.002)
Verapamil 0.101* 0.191* 0.111* -0.268* -0.278* -0.268*
(0.025) (0.015) (0.011) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Anti-depressants and Anti-psychotic drugs:
Early Markets
desipramine 0.383* 0.368* 0.363* 0.010* 0.008* 0.013*
(0.016) (0.036) (0.017) (6.0e-4) (0.002) (4.8e-4)
trazodone -0.112* -0.099* 0.087* 0.0046* 2.6e-3 0.006*
(0.016) (0.033) (0.023) (5.6e-4) (2.6e-3) (6.1e-4)
perphenazine 1.223* 1.177* 1.293* 0.0198* 0.022* 0.0198*
(0.019) (0.081) (0.023) (5.2e-4) (2.7e-3) (6.0e-4)
thiothixene -1.216* -1.217* -1.084* 0.043* 0.042* 0.043*
(0.014) (0.036) (0.018) (3.0e-4) (1.3e-3) (4.8e-4)
Late Markets
doxepin -1.094* -1.132* -1.060* 0.016* 0.016* 0.019*
(0.012) (0.023) (0.020) (4.9e-4) (9.3e-4) (4.9e-4)
maprotiline 1.367* 1.342* 1.395* 0.093* 0.095* 0.092*
(0.014) (0.052) (0.015) (5.6e-4) (0.002) (5.9e-4)
haloperidol -3.243* -3.309* -3.182* 0.187* 0.185* 0.201*
(0.039) (0.052) (0.055) (0.003) (0.003) (0.002)
Notes:
* - t-statistic > 1.96
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Table 7: Pricing policy function for generic drugs: time trend and number of generics
Model 1a 1b 2
Heart disease drugs:
time trend (γg1):
amiloride,
hydrochlorothiazide methyldopa,
verapamil 0.008 0.008 0.008
(0.023) (0.020) (0.013)
clonidine -0.037 -0.035 -0.035
(0.033) (0.048) (0.034)
methyldopa -0.033 -0.030 -0.035
(0.021) (0.035) (0.025)
propranolol 0.005 0.010 0.006
(0.005) (0.027) (0.005)
disopyramide -0.002 -0.007 -0.003
(0.006) (0.018) (0.025)
no. of generics (γg2):
amiloride, clonidine,
disopyramide,
hydrochlorothiazide methyldopa -0.046* -0.046* -0.034*
(0.020) (0.023) (0.019)
methyldopa -0.014 -0.019 3.3e-4
(0.022) (0.025) (5.7e-4)
propranolol -0.085* -0.093* -0.090*
(0.019) (0.036) (0.019)
verapamil -0.113* -0.117* -0.114*
(0.040) (0.065) (0.061)
Anti-depressants and Anti-psychotic drugs:
time trend (γg1):
desipramine, haloperidol -0.077* -0.070* -0.074*
(0.009) (0.015) (0.021)
trazodone -0.030 -0.024 -0.027
(0.035) (0.055) (0.062)
perphenazine -0.013** -0.009 -0.012
(8.5e-3) (0.012) (0.014)
thiothixene -0.046* -0.041* -0.043*
(0.009) (0.009) (0.015)
doxepin -0.031* -0.028* -0.033
(0.018) (0.013) (0.034)
maprotiline -0.021* -0.017 -0.018
(0.009) (0.013) (0.016)
no. of generics (γg2):
desipramine, doxepin, maprotiline,
perphenazine, thiothixene -0.032* -0.031* -0.036*
(0.011) (0.013) (0.016)
trazodone -0.074* -0.039* -0.074*
(0.014) (0.017) (0.020)
haloperidol -0.014* -0.021* -0.013
(0.007) (0.011) (0.015)
* - t-statistic > 1.96; ** - t-statistic > 1.65.
Table 8: Pricing policy function for brand-name drugs: time trend and number of generics
Model 1a 1b 2
Heart disease drugs:
time trend (γb1): 0.014** 0.014 0.014**
(9.3e-3) (9.6e-3) (8.0e-3)
no. of generics (γb2):
amiloride 0.027 0.036 0.029
(0.035) (0.077) (0.060)
clonidine 0.017 0.018 0.018
(0.024) (0.027) (0.015)
methyldopa 0.002 0.003 0.003
(0.006) (0.011) (0.006)
hydrochlorothiazide methyldopa 0.002 0.005 0.003
(0.009) (0.010) (0.010)
propranolol 0.002 0.003 0.003
(0.004) (0.009) (0.013)
disopyramide -0.022 -0.017 -0.020
(0.032) (0.041) (0.022)
verapamil -0.008 -0.004 -0.007
(0.024) (0.021) (0.019)
Anti-depressants and Anti-psychotic drugs:
time trend (γb1):
desipramine, trazodone 0.041* 0.041* 0.045*
(0.018) (0.007) (0.009)
haloperidol -0.055* -0.050* -0.051*
(0.025) (0.011) (0.015)
perphenazine 0.006 -0.007 0.007
(0.008) (0.010) (0.012)
thiothixene 0.012* 0.018* 0.016*
(0.006) (0.008) (0.009)
doxepin 0.025* 0.022* 0.028*
(0.009) (0.010) (0.013)
maprotiline 0.010 0.002 0.009
(0.011) (0.011) (0.013)
no. of generics (γb2):
desipramine, trazodone -0.034 -0.019 -0.036
(0.033) (0.013) (0.014)
haloperidol 0.025 0.016 0.003
(0.022) (0.010) (0.014)
perphenazine 0.020* 0.070 0.014
(0.006) (0.060) (0.039)
thiothixene 1.5e-3* -0.012 1.3e-3
(6.0e-4) (0.034) (0.023)
doxepin -1.5e-3 -6.3e-3 -1.3e-3
(0.006) (0.005) (0.013)
maprotiline -0.008 0.016 -0.009
(0.037) (0.027) (0.016)
* - t-statistic > 1.96; ** - t-statistic > 1.65.
Table 9: Pricing policy function: unobserved variables
Heart Diseases Anti-depressants
Anti-psychotics
Model 1a 1b 2 1a 1b 2
Brand-name:
E[Usig |I(t)] (γb3) -0.006 0.002 -0.004 -2.7e-3 -7.0e-4 -0.005
(0.009) (0.002) (0.011) (0.010) (0.019) (0.011)
∆ξj (γb4) 5.9e-5 -2.0e-4 5.0e-4 5.8e-5 2.6e-4 5.6e-4
(6.0e-4) (0.001) (0.004) (0.002) (0.003) (0.002)
Generic:
E[Usig |I(t)] (γb3) -0.106 -0.111 -0.110 -0.011 -0.010 0.026
(0.061) (0.090) (0.076) (0.008) (0.026) (0.025)
∆ξj (γb4) 8.4e-4 5.0e-4 8.4e-4 9.0e-4 2.7e-4 8.3e-4
(0.006) (0.003) (0.003) (0.001) (0.002) (0.003)
Brand-name and generic:
variance of prediction error: 2.10 2.62 2.09 0.239 0.238 0.411
(0.31) (0.45) (0.30) (0.10) (0.096) (0.221)
Standard errors are reported in parenthesis
Notes:
* - t-statistic > 1.96
** - t-statistic > 1.65
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Table 10: Goodness-of-fit (Mean Absolute Percentage Error)
Demand Price
brand-name generics brand-name generics
Heart disease drugs
High blood pressure drugs
Amiloride 0.155 0.384 0.025 0.030
Clonidine 0.089 0.364 0.025 0.029
Methyldopa 0.169 0.257 0.015 0.019
Hydrochlorothiazide Methyldopa 0.113 0.146 0.047 0.052
Propranolol 0.146 0.221 0.032 0.037
Irregular heart beats and chest pain drugs
Disopyramide 0.058 0.276 0.021 0.026
Verapamil 0.124 0.237 0.035 0.046
Anti-depressants and Anti-psychotic drugs
Early Markets
Desipramine 0.114 0.295 0.018 0.022
Trazodone 0.158 0.293 0.040 0.051
Perphenazine 0.122 1.130 0.035 0.042
Thiothixene 0.113 0.435 0.029 0.035
Late Markets
Doxepin 0.086 0.468 0.013 0.015
Maprotiline 0.133 0.735 0.023 0.030
Haloperidol 0.164 0.237 0.070 0.089
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Table 11: Average generic sales, predicted generic sales and predicted perceived variance (number
of patient days, million), mean price elasticity of demand
Time Number of Model with* Model without* Elasticity
(quarter) markets E[σ2Ag (t)] Data* uncertainty uncertainty brand-name
0 14 31.04 4.02 2.02 19.06 0.74
1 14 24.01 7.04 4.02 26.27 0.77
2 14 19.64 8.43 6.48 29.05 0.80
3 14 15.71 10.41 9.10 31.33 0.83
4 14 12.75 11.21 11.55 32.34 0.84
5 14 10.56 12.72 13.75 32.93 0.86
6 14 8.88 13.44 16.11 33.89 0.87
7 14 7.63 14.14 16.83 32.95 0.88
8 14 6.73 15.58 17.77 32.64 0.90
9 14 6.03 15.33 18.35 32.21 0.92
10 14 5.49 16.96 18.51 31.12 0.92
11 14 5.05 17.35 18.68 30.50 0.94
12 13 4.65 18.94 19.75 31.70 0.93
13 12 4.54 20.13 20.88 32.67 0.92
14 10 5.07 22.51 22.12 35.39 0.84
15 10 4.82 22.43 21.17 33.40 0.85
16 10 4.61 23.32 20.21 31.27 0.86
17 8 5.18 23.11 18.79 31.70 0.87
18 5 5.96 21.99 17.76 33.68 0.76
19 5 5.79 19.16 17.27 31.85 0.78
20 3 7.80 32.35 25.12 47.98 0.73
21 3 7.62 32.32 23.81 45.16 0.75
22 2 5.89 11.86 9.76 10.37 0.75
23 1 0.13 21.24 17.01 17.13 0.92
24 1 0.13 20.52 15.81 15.93 0.94
Notes:
quarter 0 refers to the quarter in which generics just entered the market.
*-column 4,5,6 are generic sales (million number of patient days).
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Figure 1: Average relative prices of generics vs time
Figure 2: Average market shares of generics vs time
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Figure 3: Number of generic entrants vs. time
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Figure 4: Predicted and actual demand for brand-name drugs (prices generated by the reduced
form pricing functions)
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Figure 5: Predicted and actual demand for generic drugs (prices generated by the reduced form
pricing functions)
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Figure 6: Predicted and actual price for brand-name drugs
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Figure 7: Predicted and actual price for generic drugs
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Figure 8: Predicted demand of price-sensitive patients
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Figure 9: Predicted demand of price-insensitive patients
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APPENDIX
In the simulation approach, one uses Monte Carlo methods to simulate the high order integrals
that enter the likelihood function rather than evaluating them numerically (Pakes[45], Lerman and
Manski[34], McFadden[40], Pakes and Pollard[46], Keane[32]). To obtain the simulated likelihood
for (qt, pt), I first make Dξ draws of (ξ
s
t ) and DA draws of {E[Ag |I(t)]r}Tt=0 from their distributions
F (ξt) and F ({E[Ag |I(t)]}Tt=0), respectively, where the superscript s and r distinguish the simulated
values from the actual values. Then the simulated likelihood can be obtained by averaging the
conditional likelihood over all of the simulated sets of unobservables,
L(q, p|{ngτ}Tτ=1; θd, γ) ' (29)
1
DA
DA∑
r=1
{
T∏
t
[
1
Dξ
Dξ∑
s=1
l(qt, pt|ngt, t, {qgτ}t−1τ=0, E[Ag|I(t)]r, ξst ; θd, γ)]}.
It is worth emphasizing how to obtain a sequence {E[Ag|I(t)]r}Tt=0. Recall Equation (5),
E[Ag|I(t+ 1)] = E[Ag|I(t)] + βg(t)(A¯gt −E[Ag|I(t)]),
where
A¯gt = Ag + t
σδ√
κqgt
,
t
iid∼ N(0, 1). (30)
Hence, E[Ag|I(t)] is a function of {qgτ}t−1τ=0 and {τ}t−1τ=0. To draw a sequence {E[Ag|I(t)]r}Tt=1, I
first draw a sequence {rt }T−1t=0 , which in turn can generate a sequence of sample means of experience
signals, {A¯rgt}Tt=1 (Equation (30)). Using this sequence {A¯rgt}Tt=1 and the Bayesian updating formula
for E[Ag|I(t)] (Equation (5)), one can recursively generate a sequence {E[Ag |I(t)]r}Tt=1.
It should be noted that the sampling errors for quantities demanded (η) and the prediction
errors for prices (ν) serve the function of kernel smoothers in forming the simulated likelihood
function. For each draw of the unobservables (ξst , E[Ag|I(t)]r), the conditional likelihood l(qt, pt|.)
in Equation (29) is differentiable and assigns positive density to any value of quantity demanded
and price. They also smooth the likelihood function so that it is differentiable with respect to the
parameters. Consequently, it is possible to maximize the likelihood using optimization techniques
based on derivative information.
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However, when the variance of sampling errors for quantity demanded is very small, the
simulated likelihood function will closely approximate a step function of the parameters. This
could create problems when applying a derivative-based optimization algorithm. In estimating
the model, I found that the sampling errors were indeed too small for a derivative-based search
algorithm to work well. So I have increased the variances of the sampling errors by multiplying
them by constants in order to smooth the likelihood function.33 This approach is similar to the
kernel-smoothed frequency simulator for a discrete response model suggested by McFadden[40].
The values of the constant terms are reported in the last column of Table 2.
As in all kernel smoothing, there is a tradeoff. A higher degree of smoothing makes the search
algorithm performs better, but also induces bias. Hence the degree of smoothing should be as small
as possible while permitting the search algorithm to perform well. The reported scaling factors are
the smallest that I can achieve after trials and errors.
33This is equivalent to adding one normal error term to each pricing equation, and assuming that error term to be
independent across equations.
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